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a singular position to help women achieve]

their highest potential. Women need Toasi-j
masters for the same reasons men do—1|

become poised, articulate, competent publtj
speakers.

Kay O'Re

East Rockaway, New
NOT an all-male world. Fortunately. Toast-

An Insult!

masters is NOT an all-male club.

Myra Hargrave Comiskey's article, "The

Mary L. Mills
Belmar, New Jersey

Feminine Influence; How Important Is it?"

(September, 1975) was trite and superficial.

Ms. Comiskey avoids the significant issues
involved with men's and women's avoidance

of the fact that women are intelligent, capable,
and in most instances, desirous of improving
themselves in real life situations. Any male
Toastmaster who feels he is only comfortable
speaking in a "stag" atmosphere is equivalent
to the woman who can only discuss detergents
and soap operas with a group of other women.

It is not good enough to speak well among your
peers only; you must be able to use your
speaking skills effectively before all groups,
even the opposite sex.
I feel that Toastmasters International did a

disservice to women in the organization by
printing Ms. Comiskey's article; better no
article at all than one which is an insult, repre

Keep 'Em Coming)

should be admitted to Toastmasters clubs.

Dick said that Ms. Comiskey's idea that a
club without women is missing half the popula
tion. marriages, etc.. is "redundant" and "irrel
evant." I agree. But he continues by saying
that "we men happen to like it that way and
don't miss the other half during a two-hour
meeting." Sorry Dick .. . I disagree.
I enjoy the other half during a two-hour
meeting! I say. "Keep em in and keep em
coming." Let's afford everyone the opportunity

Who'll Be Listening?
I agree with Mr. Reade, whose letter ap

Glendale. California

master ... if Toastmasters is only a twohour meeting a week.
Perfume does change the atmosphere of a
meeting, and female humor Is certainly dif-

Thrf

and then go on to live your life in spite of

emotions and feelings are part of being
These people deal with feelings as a noi

peared in the January issue of The Toast-

I would like to comment on Chauvinist Dick

but it also prevents the two people invol'
from keeping a relationship open and honest
Keeping a "stiff upper lip." another of
Reade's "manly" traits, certainly takes cou
However, it takes even more courage to a
how shaken you feel about a persona! tra

Stan Treanor

Abilene, Texas

Prd

control dictates that you shouldn't speak
it or show your hurt. That indeed is self-cOi

sorrow. Fortunately, most people I know,

Marlene Roth

The Real Purpose

tent that the presence of a woman in a pul
speaking club threatens his masculinity.
According to Mr. Reade, if you feel hurt
something another person says or does,

of improving his or her confidence and verbal
ability needed to express ideas.

point of view of a housewife who joined Toastmember.

As a female Toastmaster, I have to
credit to Dick Reade for his frankness in
"Letter to the Editor." It is indeed unusual li

man to openly admit his insecurity to the

"Keep 'Em Out!" the letter by Toastmaster
Dick Reade, reinforced my belief that women

senting what I consider the narrow-minded
masters only because her husand was a

A Threat to Manhood?

Sei

In and out of Toastmasters, recognize
Ch^

and natural part of life, rather than somettu

vilk

to be ashamed of and hidden.

Wir

One of the principles of Toastmasters

Ca(
Yal-

makes me proud to be a member is thai«

P.G

accept people for what they are. Mr. Reade

DTll
Hail

entitled to his opinion and I accept his ^
tudes as being valid for him. However. Ifiop
each member of a Toastmasters club

esi
wail

fernt from that of the male. But I was under
the impression that Toastmasters was de

search their own minds on the subjecl

Chauvinist Reade .. . it saddens me to

signed to make competent public speakers.
With women now in every field of endeavor,

Reade raises and come to their own cai

Wef
Mci
sci

elusions.

DTI

realize that there is a Toastmaster out there

from politics to law to medicine, engineering,

Reades' response to Myra Comiskey's article.
"The Feminine Influence: How Important Is
It?"

who has lost (or never had) sight of the real

I would like to know what audience Mr. Reade

membership provides "the satisfaction of

helping others improve their communication
and leadership skills while improving our own."

will be addressing?
From the first meeting of Toastmasters
that I attended as a guest, it was very evident

Women,as well as men,areofttimes in leader

to everyone that the scheduled speakers did

ship positions and many of us do benefit from
our membership. We also add greatly to the
variety of the meetings and give most club

not handle a mixed audience very well. I felt
my mere presence contributed to the meeting.

niques in speaking to a mixed audience.
Chauvinist Reade . .. the outside world is

Debbie Parti

Washington, 0.!

business, and sports (to name only a few).

purpose of Toastmasters International. Our

memtJers the opportunity to improve their tech

Stre

With women playing an increasingly promi
nent role in business, it is more important
than ever that lines of communication be
opened and maintained. Toastmasters is in

Well... we've covered that subjectl-t

Burj
ardj
Jot
TX
nuel
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"Letters to the Editor" are printed on th« bs
of their general reader interest and constnicit

MNll

suggestions. If you have something to say I
may l}e of interest to other Toastmasters. senf

to us. Ail letters are subject to editing forreasa
of space and clarity and must include the wrtW

Cop

name and address.
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person's hand, and proceeded to awkwardly walk the resti

Toastmasters

We're Here

to Help

the way across the room.
As time went by he learned how to walk and run witl"
any help. Eventually, the older and wiser child was reachj
out his hand to help another infant learn to walk, and the
cess started all over again.

During my visits to the districts, one question has
asked many times of me by non-Toastmasters: "How dc

person overcome the fear of speaking in public?" My a
has always been the same . . . by joining a Toastmasi
club.

Someone once said, "That which we persist in doingi
comes easier each time we do it; not that the task is less

cull, but it has become easier in the doing."
The Toastmasters club offers the individual an opporti
It) learn by doing. There are many members ready and will

to offer a helping hand to the frightened newcomer who isjij
learning to "walk" in the art of public speaking.

by George C. Scott, DTM,
International President

Remember the first time you were asked to step beforej
audience and give a.speech? The dry mouth, that empty fe
in the pit of your stomach, the tongue that seemed to
grown twice its size and insisted on wrapping itself arou
your teeth? You can call the feeling by many fancy names,!
in my case I was Just plain scared to death.

a

V

As we are given more and more opportunities to speak,!
symptoms of that first frightening experience begin to
pear. We learn how to organize our thoughts, assemble tli
and deliver them in an entertaining fashion. The helping!
of evaluation has gently, but firmly, helped us to gaincc
dence in our ability to communicate. We grow accustorae
the speaker's lectern and to the audiences that await oun
word. But most important, we become convinced

have something worth saying—.something that will intc

our listeners and, hopefully, motivate them to accompi
greater things.
Toastmasters can help you with the mechanics of ass

bling and delivering a speech. It certainly provides you
adequate opportunities to develop your speaking
However, your membership in Toastmasters does not en

that what you say will have a lasting effect on your audie
Only you can do that.
-4

The statement has been made that Toastmasters is a;

organization. That is just not true. The basic concept
which this great organization was founded was that ofl

member helping another. By working together we gainj
The small child grasped the edge of the chair and pulled
himself up to where he could stand unsteadily. With encour

confidence needed to stand in front of an audience and

agement from the adults in the room, he attempted to walk
away from the chair. In a deliberate yet wobbly fashion, the

learn—nothing worthwhile in life is. But isn't it a comfo

child planted one foot in front of the other for a short distance,

your achieve this goal?

then fell down. Crawling back to the chair, he repeated the
process all over again. Finally, someone came over and stood
the child on his feet. The child reached out, took hold of the

our thoughts and ideas. It isn't the easiest thing in the wc

feeling to know that there are a lot of people willing to!

Like the small child learning to walk, with practicej
help from our friends, it won't be too long before wei
walk tall in the public speaking arena.□
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The success ofany speech depends on
how well it was prepared.In thefollow

by
Millard Bennett

ing, an expert in the field of public

speaking looks at effective prepara
When my former platform associa

tion and the difference it can make
in your next speech.

Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, the far

clergyman, author, and speaker, beg
preaching, his father, also a minia
of renown, asked Norman to send

a ten-word telegram every Satui
night, summarizing the sermon he wo

A Guide

preach on Sunday morning. This
a rewarding experience for the you
preacher.

To organize your knowledge effa

to SpeakinQ
in Pubiic

tively, put the framework of your k
on paper. There are two valid teas

for doing this. First, you will poss
your subject better, and thus avoid
risk of digression. Second, when
commit your thoughts to writing,
clarify your thinking. It becon

clearer to you. and things of whkj
you were not before conscious pres
themselves.

Speaking and writing are not the sa

We do not write as we speak, nor sf
as we write. Very often, an able spea

is a poor writer, just as a fine writer|

often a poor speaker. To speak
however, you must be able to crys
ize your thinking. You can best crys

ize, analyze, and put your thouglj
together in orderly fashion after

have put them down on paper wh

you can see them. Speaking is notj^

thinking out loud; it is far more. Sf
ing is thinking with method and

tinctiveness, so that as you expr

£
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to write them out. When you learn tof

them. You must do this before yotii
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own thoughts. The best way to dothisj
your thoughts on paper in clear
orderly fashion, you will undersia
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your thoughts, your listeners will und
stand and feel them with you.
To speak well you must master

by IWillard Bennett. Copyright 1974 Suca
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-Jience. And that is the purpose of

an audience and speak. There is no sub

.7 talk.

stitute for this. Do not fear failure; it

In preparing a talk, there are two
nil stages, namely the determination
1 .1 subject and the idea for its treat

is the practice essential to succe.ss.
Since the first step in preparing a talk
is to put your thoughts down on paper,
do it now. Select a subject out of your

ment. In other words, the speaker must

innw what he is going to talk about
how he is going to present it.
^lo>t speakers have to speak about subim that, over the years, have been
treated by other speakers. There are
h.if any, subjects that someone hasn't
tought upon and spoken about. Therelore, you should familiarize yourself
with what others have said on the sub-

own experience and use the five-step
formula in preparing and organizing the
talk. For example, presume you were
asked to give a ten-minute talk to help
raise money for the United Fund Drive.

Step One: Arrest attention. Point out
to your audience how they will personal
ly benefit by doing what you are going
to suggest. This will lead into Step

you wish to use. Carefully select
iheirmosl valuable and striking thoughts,
then analyze and sift them with discernDent and penetration. Work them into

Two: Arouse interest. Relate an appro

pur own thinking and understanding,

about the objectives of the United Fund—

expressing them in your own language.
They will then become a part of your own

its devotion to the people's needs and its
accomplishments among the sick and the

thinking.

helpless. Talk about the things the

As the time approaches for you to

speak, list the main points of your talk
on the back of an envelope or a piece
of paper in the order you plan to present
Ihem. Read it over a few times, then

tear it up and discard it. This will have
the psychological effect of putting you
on your own. It will also cause you to
think and feel what you say, not just re
cite the words. You will capture and

hold your audience—an impossibility
.with a written or memorized talk.

The Five Steps

Here is a five-step formula for the

preparation of every talk, listing the

priate anecdote. Throw out a challenge;

United Fund has already accomplished
and about that which your listeners may
already be familiar. Step Four: Convince

your audience. Demonstrate and give
proof material by relating a specific case.

will resent it.

After you are introduced, you may
acknowledge the introduction. A story,

especially if the joke is on you, fits in
very well at this point. It relaxes your
listeners and establishes a rapport be

tween you and them. This is a particular

feel and why you feel that your contri

is flowery and flattering, and it will get

bution to the fund has helped you men

you off to a good start. I use this

tally and spiritually. Step Five: Get

method, and it has never failed me in

favorable action. Bring home to each in
dividual in your audience how their
ever-so-small help will mean so much
to those who have so little. Suggest de
finite action by each person present.
Make that action seem easy to lake.

encing others. It is a thinking pattern

yet to learn how to swim yourself,
you would have to get into the water
and practice basic strokes. Likewise, to
learn to speak, you must get up before

develop confidence as you speak. Of
course, you should never have the ap
pearance of cockiness, or the audience

ly good procedure if the introduction

5. Get favorable ac tion

world's top swimming coach tell you
everything he knows about swimming,

Here are some "do's" and "don'ts"

that are important to bear in mind. When
you get up to speak, don't hesitate.
Don't apologize for your lack of exper
ience. nor beg the audience's indul

Make it as dramatic as possible. Become

This five-step fonnula is a lime tested
and proven method for favorably influ

membered. You could listen to the

the flute."

personal. Tell your audience how you

4. Convince

is a simple truism, but it should be re

"You learn to play the flute by playing

gence. Outwardly convey the confidence

benefit by doing as you suggest.

the flute by playing the llute." This

better. Remember what Aristotle said:

of an experienced speaker. This very
act of acting confident will help you

2. Arouse interest

I Aristotle said, "You learn to play

you are ready; accept the invitation
and then get ready. Do not hesitate to
speak because you fear that someone
else may do it better. You do it and get

Fund. Step Three: Create desire. Talk

Repeat your promise made in step one
as to how each person present will

2. Create desire

ing. The thing to do is to accept the
first opportunity you have to make a
talk. Do not wait until you think that

dramatize an incident about the United

/. Arrest attention

in their proper order.

If you have had little or no speaking

experience, you may have given thought
to various speech topics which you feel
are important, interesting, or entertain

more than 50 years.

There are, however, many other ways
to effectively begin your talk. One is to
establish an immediate common interest

with your audience, such as background
experience or beliefs. Some profession
al speakers do not indulge in any pre
liminaries, but go directly into Step
One by stating their objectives clearly
and dramatically. Each speaker must
learn through experience his strengths
and weaknesses and develop the techni
que best suited to his personality.
Avoid Confusion

and it works in all areas with all

You must keep your knowledge in an
it follows the mental steps that every orderly sequence as you deliver it. A
individual goes through before coming mass of knowledge that is not logically

people. Its p(^wcr lies in the fact that

to a decision to act. Again, these steps arranged and presented will make for
are: attention, interest, desire, convic confusion in the minds of your listeners.
tion, and action. But remember, if you This is why it is so important to care

fail to get attention, which is Step One. fully arrange your material on paper,

you will never arrive at your final objec

then study and analyze it before you

tive, which is to get your listeners to do
what you want them to do.

deliver it.

When talking on a controversial sub-

I

ject, it is doubly important that you

of advice. He said, "Never eat at ai

carefully. Digest them thoroughly. Get

and the closing. I always prepare the
first and last few sentences of every
talk. The rest I extemporize, as through

the facts on the other side of the sub

many years 1 have stored needed knowl

going to speak. You can't have a fi

ject as well. Do the same with them.

edge, facts, and thoughts. And, as the

head and a full stomach at the sao

Then, and then only, will you be

philosopher said, "Crowding in come

time. One of them must be empty."

prepared to discuss a controversial sub

ject. When you come right down to it,

the words unsought."
Many speakers use a few lines of

most subjects have more than one side

ed as closely as possible, without spaa^^

poetry as a close. This is effective

to them, and there will always be a

when the poetry is compatible with the
theme of the talk. Bartlett's Quotations
is an excellent source for pertinent

marshall all your thoughts. Study them

percentage in every audience who favor

the other side. Thus, it behooves you
to know the other side. It will avoid

embarrassing questions.
1 do not as a rule tell jokes. I do

quotes. This, Roget's Thesaurus, and a
good dictionary are three books that
should be in every speaker's hands. And

tell humorous anecdotes to illustrate

they should be used frequently.

points. These are true stories out of

my own life and experience, but rarely,
if ever, a joke just for laughs. I am

In delivering a talk, avoid technical

language wherever possible. Use com

speakers, once gave me a good piej
banquet or luncheon at which you a ►

Always try to get your audience s«

between them. Henry Ward BeecherwiJ
once asked, "What size audience doyc^
like best?" The answer; "I care not

tween them."

I have said that you should ai

times carry a picture in your mindojj'
yourself successfully doing that whidr
you hope to do. Many years ago, 1

parisons with which your audience is

in Salt Lake City, Utah, I attended

familiar.

concert in the famous Mormon Ta

Do not try to make too many points

2

it is 12 or 1 ,200, if they are scale
close together without empty spacc.six

nacle, which holds some 7,000 peo[^ 9

in your talk. William James used to

and is noted for its acoustics. GalS

counsel about making but one point in

Curci, the opera star, gave a concersk
As 1 sat in the gallery that night. 1 s3i
myself speaking from that stage 10
packed house. And I carried that piciii

a talk and also stres.sed the need of

complete understanding yourself before
you can make others understand you.
Thought Stimulators

As suggested, do not hesitate to use

the great thoughts of others to stimu

late your own thinking. Lincoln's Gettys

with me. Naturally. 1 did not tell anvont

Time passed. A few years ago

Di

McKay, president of the Latter D;
Saints, let Dr. Norman Vincent PcJ

and me put on our one-night fomr

burg Address is regarded as one of the
three or four great utterances of man.
Recall his words that "government of
the people, by the people, for the
people will not perish from the earth."
Were they new when he delivered them?

"120 Minutes That Can Change V j
Life," in this great structure. Euj

Theodore Parker, Daniel Webster, and

but the result of years of preparaiw
in firming my belief that luck is i
preparation meeting opportunity.□

President James Monroe all gave voice
to the same ideas years earlier. Four
hundred years before the birth of Christ,

seat was filled. Dr. Peale spoke 1

for 60 minutes. Then after a short ii

mission, I spoke for 60 minutes, \
dream had come true. It wasn't h

Ihi

(iJ

ml
si

mj
oil
e>

Cleon, the Athenian, in a speech before
not a humorist and want to be taken

seriously. Mark Twain once said, "I

his people, referred to a ruler "of the
people, by the people, and for the

am sorry I got a reputation as a humorist.

people." Who knows where he got it

Now, no one takes me seriously." Un

from?

less you wish to become recognized as
a comedian, leave the jokes-for-jokes-

Style is important, and while 1 advise
never to copy another speaker's style,

sake to the professionals in that field.

1 have found it stimulating and helpful

As I said, I usually open my talks
with a story that puts me down. Audi

ences love it. But I never apologize to an
audience for being there. I do not tell

to listen to good speakers and good
recordings. While listening to the latter,

follow along, reading the script.
1 am often asked if clothes are impor

them that I am unprepared or inexperi
enced. When you tell people that you
aren't much of a speaker, you will be
surprised how many will agree with
you who otherwise may have thought

onius: "Costly thy rainment as thy purse
can buy, but not expressed in fancy;
rich, not gaudy, for the apparel oft

you were pretty good.

proclaims the man."

tant to a speaker. My answer to that

question is found in Shakespeare's Pol-

The two parts of a speech that I

Senator William Borah, one of the

deem most important are the opening

United States Senate's all-time great

8
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Mlllard Bennett is a noted spe
consultant, whose lectures on hd

ta^

ini

behavior, personal development,!

Brl

in every corner of the United Stated

an]

motivation have taken him to platfs
active member of the Los Caballi

Club 322-1 in Santa Monica, Califo

Dr. Bennett has been the platform at

ciate of Dr, Norman Vincent Peale,

senting the Peale-Bennett Foruf

audiences in the United Stales

Canada. He received the Doctor a

mane Letters degree from Salem Colili

Salem, West Virginia.
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iNTRoduciNq PEOplE...
TO PEOpU
by Leon FUtcIier
What are the worst speeches of all pretty good models for you to follow.
ne?

Although no one seems to be keeping
, certainly the usual speeches inlucing guest speakers must be "hon-

from one-to-one communication to an
occasion when an audience is to meet

Why? We'll show you, siep-by-step.
First, keep in mind the purpose of a speaker, the same guide of making

the speech. It should have a two-way

goal—not the one-way point most speak
ers make of it. The usual speaker con

the introduction a two-way message is

just as appropriate. Your purpose in the
speech of introduction should be to es

on some oratorical record book
tablish a common bond, a basis for the
leplace as absolutely the bottom of centrates only on introducing the guest ideas or views, a relationship between

list, quality-wise. Speeches of intro- to the audience. But most of the better

speeches of introduction also introduce

your speaker and the audience.

ction seem more frequently to be

or presented.

one-to-one introductions, you'd usually

True. But a TV audience is a special
ca.se. The viewers are so diverse in na
ture, so dispersed in location, and so
numerous, that its members have rela

"Wait a minute!" growls the alert
ore poorly organized, more filled with the audience to the speaker. The basic reader. "You claim Griffin makes such
allow wording and pointless thinking, purpose should parallel the introduction good introductions—but I never heard
ore forgettable, and more of a waste you'd typically make when presenting him introduce his audience to his guests!"
liiine than any other type of speech one of your friends to another. In such

Bit they don't have to be that bad. say something such as. "Bill, this is Ed
speeches of introduction are in- Johnson—he's got a sailboat much like

:;d possible. In this case, "good" yours. Ed, meet Bill Sibbald—he's new tively little in common with others in the
cans arousing interest and anticipa- to sailing, but he's got a couple of
.solid with content, specific, clever,

good sea stories already." Such social audience, except that they are all view

ing at a given time, or have an interest
;iiiring but not doting, humor with and business introductions are traditional in the host or his guests. But your
14. As starters, check the typical ly two-way presentations—we introduce

::i)duction of guests by Merv Griffin. each individual to the other, usually
:fer than the typical platform speech adding a brief comment about each so
>;rause of the intimacy of television

they will both have a common ground

mdthe limitations of air time, never-

on which to start communicating.

Mess his introductions are usually

audience—in the typical live speaking
situation—is much more alike than they
are different. They are concentrated in
one group right there with you, in person;

When the speaking situation expands they are usually brought together by their

PS?

>

interest in the group, or its goals or our lungs, stilling our streams, contami
activities; and they usually have a shared nating our food, assaulting our eyes. But
interest in the guest speaker or his subject. still another pollution, pollution by

of voH—your phra.scology. your points
your examples. To help you, here
specific suggestions: first, a set
"Do's" (techniques to be added to

OK—that's the theory. Now, how can noise, may prove to be the most danger
you put it into practice?
ous of all. It's growing faster, and is model) and then a list of "Don't
Your speeches of introduction should controlled less, than any other type of (blunders to avoid in the speech
answer four questions—for your audi pollution today.
introduction). Here's the setof "Do'sl

ence and. again, for that guest speaker.
As any other good speech, your intro

Why this audience?: And we here

through your speech of introduction.

getter" and a preview of the point of tant, we here may be the most able to

cemed. the audience will quickly folio
you into a serious, thoughtful moo
Mentally they'll get ready to receive in
ponant, weighty points from that spea

duction should start with an "attention-

your speech. Then, in the "discus

help reduce—perhaps even eliminate—

sion"—the main, substantive part of this new, peculiar, penetrating pollution.
il

•DO set the tone of the mceriij

this evening may be the very ones who
are most in danger. But more impor

your speech—present specifics to an
swer these questions.
1. Why this speaker?

We Chamber of Commerce members may
be most in danger because of the effect
noise pollution has on us as individuals,

2. Why this subject?
3. Why this audience?

as well as its effect on us as citizens

4. Why at this time?

And we. as Chamber members, can do
much to control noise, as Dr. Baker

Let's set up a sample speaking sit

uation and take you through the appli
cation of that formula. Assume you are
to introduce a visiting college professor
who has researched noise pollution. As
sume that his subject will be control

of noise. And assume your audience is
your local Chamber of Commerce. You

could answer all four of those questions

briefly—yet with specifics—by saying:
Attention Getter: Is your teenager's
hearing damaged at rock concerts? Do

you wonder how restful your sleep really
is when you stay at that motel near the

airport, with those thundering jets tak
ing off right over your head all night

devoted to promoting our community.

will document.

Why at this time?: Summer is coming,
and we. of course, know that this means

more tourists will be heading back here
to our resort community. But if our

noise makes their ears feel like they
never left home, this might well be
their last visit with us. They will search
for other towns, for vacations which

are quiet, restful, noise-free. But sum

mer, and that coming influx of tour
ists—our basic income—is still three

months ahead. In that time, in tho.se

90 days, can we do something about our
noise pollution. What can we do?

long? Are you bothered by cars zooming.

Conclusion (Review}: Here to offer

TV commercials yelling, air conditioners
whining, and all the other loud, con

some specific suggestions is one of the

tinuous. increasing noises hitting ourem
these days?

Preview: This evening, we are to
hear—if the noise will let us—what
research tells us about how to control

noise. Our speaker is Dr. Samuel Baker,
Professor of Engineering at State Uni
versity,

Why this speaker?: Dr. Baker has just

nation's top experts on noise pollution,
an important and relevant subject, a

timely subject, a subject especially sig
nificant to us as individuals and as

business leaders in our community.

The Introduction: Ladies and gentle
men, the Chairman of Engineering Re
search at State University . . . Professor
Samuel Baker.
Add More You

If your introduction is serious, cc

er. Appropriateness is the major criteria|
for such a speech.
Two Mistakes

A perfect example of a bad introd^
tion—an inappropriate introductionrelated by Dick Cavett in his book all

himself, entitled (surprise) Cavett.
years he'd been a very successful wt

of comedy for a variety of stars—Jij
Parr, Johnny Carson, Jerry Lewis,
others. Then, in 1964, he took to

stage at a club in Greenwich Village]
make his first appearance as a come
Result of that first performance:
lute failure. The cause: "1 made
bad mistakes. 1 asked for the wr

kind of Introduction, and I failed to|

funny." What went wrong with thatj
troduction? Cavett says. "1 didn't
the audience to expect a harsh, one-i
comic type, so I told the emcee toi

them there was a young man bacl
who would like to talk to them."

serious introduction led the audienc

expect a serious speech. They did{
laugh. After the show, Cavett pli
his longtime pal. Woody Allen. All
advice: "You have to insist on ani^

that makes two things clear: that^
are a comedian, and that the auc

is expected to laugh."
•DO know your speech.
You should not have to refer to

concluded three years of research on
noise. His findings have been acclaimed

of introduction, let's add some tips on

by two federal bureaus, honored by the

how to enhance such a speech. Remem

posedly, you are the one persoii|

American Medical Association, and re

ber,"model" does not mean "perfect."

that room—other than the speaker!

ported in Time magazine.
Why this subject?: We read—some

In the words of Webster's, a model is

self—who knows the most about i

"something proposed as worthy of imita

guest. Even if that is not true,

times hear—a lot these days about pollu
tion—pollution clogging our air, filling

tion." You can make that model speech
closer to perfection by now adding more

are serving in that role. Frequent

10

Now that you have a model for a speech

and you certainly should not readtoj
audience a speech of introduction,

at your notes to check his hometowni

e.his anything, will detract from both
authority of your speech and the
tire of yourself as a speaker.
Vhat's the best procedure? Outline

speech, but don't write it out.

DO you
FEEL LKE

ice it enough so the ptiints come

iily to mind. But don't practice it
much that the words are memorized.

a note card ready in case you do

A M

O

stuck. But be sufficiently prepared
lyou really don't need that card, except
a mental back-up—mental assurance
you do have something available to
you in case you get stuck.
•DO be accurate.

Few problems can get a guest speaker

%

to a worse start than if he feels

ligated, after your introduction, to
e a number of corrections. Don't

te him have to say, "Thank you.
.Chairman, for that introduction. But

laps the audience should know that
from the state university, not the colmy degree is in engineering, not
lise; and my actual topic tonight
Check Your Information

llhe solution? Get the details about
speaker from him in writing well

Jtad of time. Phone or write to him
[couple of weeks before the presenta-

On

Somebody

iion by going over the essential points

Else's String?

1 him in person shortly before he is
I speak.

You'll never be happy or satisfied dancing to somebody
else's tune. Life is too short to be spent in a job or a company that

(•DO sit quietly, attentively, while
tspeaker is on.

doesn't meet your needs. And this means more than money! Your
work should be rewarding, fulfilling, and satisfying in itself. If it

IIf the audience's attention wanders

isn't, it's time for a change.

Then, even check his own infor-

I the speaker, for any reason, it will

illy center first on you. As the inIducer, you are the audience's link

I that speaker. If you're not listen

s—and listening attentively, appreciively—many in the audience will
low your cue and not listen either,
use chairmen who make their iniro-

(clions and then proceed, as the guest
ker is giving his all. to make notes,
(fcr with others at the main table,

xk with the headwaiter, do anything
er than concentrate both eyes and
on the guest, are simply helping

: speaker be less effective than he
Ibe. Your deportment, your atten-

n, your actions should all add to.

It's time for you to answer the call and march to the beat of the
drummer who lives within you. Today can be the beginning of a
new style of living . . . with personal challenge and fulfillment. To
get started, write to us, SMI, Inc., and you'll receive information
that can change your life. There is no obligation.
So break the strings and dare to be the person you've always
known you were! It's your life and it's time for YOU to start
living it!
SMI, INC.•BOX 7614•WACO,TEXAS 76710•PHONE 817-776-1230
PAUL J. MEYER,PRESIDENT

ssmi

TM 3-6

5000 LAKEWOOD DR., WACO,TEXAS 76710
PHONE 817-776-1230

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE _
DESCRIBE BUSINESS

STATE

ZIP

L
not detract from, the speaker's efforts.
•DO express a few words of sincere

"thank you" to the speaker, stated by
you as the introducer, but expressed on

better to play it pretty straight;
ducers to start filling their speeches with arrow-straight, but with gentle, sure
bits of data, stories, examples, points, fire humor that you are positive i
ideas they have—thereby stealing the appropriate.
•DON'T .save the speaker's mm
thunder, the impact, the content from

behalf of the audience and heard by that

the guest.

appreciation after the speech.
This should be. of course, a public

don't conclude the program by saying

credentials, how extensive his knowl

to the audience and the speaker some

edge. Sure, such points should be pre
sented— but objectively, specifically, truly big personality that the audience

cere." If. unfortunately, the guest turned

thing such as: "Thank you for a truly
fine speech! I'm sure all of us were
deeply moved and highly impressed by
your very effective presentation." That
speaker usually knows—and certainly
that audience always knows—whether
he deserves such high praise. Sure, say

I), r

•DON'T over-praise the speaker.
It's a bit late, now that the speaker

without over-statement. If the speaker

needed "pumping up"—if the audience
needed to be convinced that he is worth

and start to feel they know the speaker
Unless . . . unless you're introducing
did not know would be there.
Building Anticipation

If, for example, your group is meet

ing week after week, with a gues

hearing—that puffery should have been
given to that audience at its previous speaker at almost every meeting—as i
meeting, or in announcement mailed to the custom at so many service cluh

something. But be sincere . .. and brief. each member before the meeting to get
A simple statement will do: "Thank them to attend. But now, with the au
you. Dr. Baker. We appreciate your dience about to hear that speaker in
coming here to share your ideas with just a few moments, they will soon
enough decide for themselves if he's
us." Enough.
Now for some "Don'ts"—the basic skilled as a speaker, authoritative in
goofs to avoid in a speech of intro his data, logical in his points.
duction.

But remember the one exception to

that guide: When introducing a come
dian, as we've already learned from Dick
speech about yourself.
You've probably heard, for example, Cavett, do build up a comic as being
•DON'T make the introduction a

at

and civic groups—such audiences son
er
grow blase about guest speakers,
they are used to hearing a local po6 , Pt

tician. a touring college professor,
bead of a nearby factory, and you

denly corner a Julian Bond or an Ed

yc

ward Teller or a Joe Namath, savii^

lie

the name until the end of your intro
duction can be effective indeed. Y«

or

At

can, of course, build anticipation, sis

pense, and curiosity about such a speai

au

er. But that won't work unless

fo i

guest is truly well-known or respecb
by your audience.

sta

were playing against each other, he in

Well, if you become skilled at makin
Oh, you're not being warned against
using off-color jokes! You are being speeches of introduction, you willce
cautioned that a point you may treat tainly raise the overall quality of publi
lightly, perhaps have a gag alxiut, may speaking. But it is a fleeting, loca
possibly be a point that the speaker personal reward. Chances are that ew
plans to present with seriousness, dig if you do become a superior masi
nity, concern. A bit of gentle humor of speeches of introduction, you'll

dir

the backfield, me in the line. I could

should be included, indeed, in most

the local chairman who was a high
school classmate of, say, a nationally

funny.

famous professional athlete. Far too
often, the introducer gets off on an
ego trip, presenting the speaker in some

positive it's appropriate.

such words as: "As a lot of you know,

Joe and I went to school together. Of

A^

until last, unless surprise is your god.:

out to be a dull, droning talker, certainly

Don't Overdo It

The key word in this guide is "sin

I

a student of it. This leads many intro

Actually, your job should not beta
hide the speaker's name, but just tli
is about to do his thing, for you to opposite—to make it familiar. Worki!
start telling your audience how great into your speech several times. Repel
a speaker he is, how impressive his it so your listeners remember the nan*

audience.

iH

volved in work related to it, or periiaps just a few in some "in-group." If

course, he was a good ball player in
those days too. 1 remember one day we

•DON'T use humor without being

not be selected to be the next to

see his play coming, and 1 got there
before he did. I hit him hard, I stopped

of course, those specialized introduc

him cold. I. . . ."

tions of"after-dinner speakers"—when

cesses with—or over—the speaker.

viously the way to go. But being funny

•DON'T give the speaker's speech.

is a serious business, as I'm sure you've
heard. It is hard to word properly and

his
bet

tud

bet

NOW, h—e—r—e's . . . ." Tb

whi

job's already takenlD

quc
crci

Ah, Mr. Chairman, who cares about that phrase is defined as in the typical
your little victory years ago? think Dean Martin TV roast, in which some
many in the audience. Just introduce the famous star or popular personality is the
speaker. Avoid talking about your rela butt of barbs thrown by the nation's top
comedians. In that case, humor is ob

kei

He

con

speeches of introduction. And there are, night-after-night, on national TV,"Ai

tionships. your associations, your suc

his

not
nexi

ToN

Leon Fletcher is Instructor of

at Monterey Peninsula College in Mar
rey, California. A freelance writers
more than 170 publication credits. H;

who
estal

does

Often the introducer is selected to
make the introduction because he is

even more difficult to deliver. Often,

the author of the college text, Hoi

thou

knowledgeable about the subject, in

such humor hits the laughing nerve of

Design and Deliver a Speech.

them
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j

warmth of his disposition peivades his
words and gives them unobstructed entry
into your thinking. Even it you are in

disagreement, he does not arouse active
opposition.

peakiivg At
O...With

of speaking is found in Franklin D.

Roosevelt, who could deliver a speech
on the radio in such a way that you felt as
though he were silting in the living room
with you and talking to you and your
family alone. His way of speaking won

friends even among those who were
politically opposed.

>r. Ralph C. Smcdlcy

of these words describes an

.• • • i

One of the great examples of this kind

in a dictatorial tone. He may give orders

by his manners, but at least he stays in the

Will Rogers was another example of
the same thing. When you heard him de
liver a •"lecture," you had the feeling
that this was just good old Bill, and that
he was talking things over with you. He
would like to hear your opinion it there
was time for it.

The ability to approach an audience in
that
style is partly a gift of na
Many preachers and a large number ol ture.friendly
and
partly
cultivated art. It is
teachers and other professional people worth cultivating ifa you
want to be as etafflicted with this style of speech. fective as possible in your speech. The
n you speak, no doubt you are
Their material may be excellent and lull sympathetic, understanding, friendly atti
one of the three altitudes. Do
of interest, in which case the people who tude on the platform awakens in the
:)W which one it is? Do you be
listen forget the resentment aroused by
at it is the best and most effective the attitude of talking down to them, or audience a similar reaction, which is a
great help to the speaker.
you?
of giving orders, but they can never get But Be Careful—
to the level of friendship which is es
Don't overdo it.
. speaker talks away from his on
sential between teacher and pupil and
Don't sacrifice your dignity tor the
,ce. His characteristic position between speaker and audience.
sake
of being a "common" person.
eaking is with arms folded, or
Sometimes, after you have listened
ig sidewise. If reading, he keeps to a preacher or a teacher who talks ' ' to Don't lose your authority while talking
.
es glued to the script. He avoids his hearers, you have met him oft the things over.
There is a rare and most desirable
contact with his audience. He platform and have been amazed and
them at arm's length, or beyond, charmed by his friendly personality. skill to be attained by the good speaker,
rmits no familiarity. He maintains Perhaps you have wished that he would in establishing and maintaining the right
gnity. Rarely, if ever, does he un- carry his genial, winning manner with attitude of mutual sympathy, friendship,
, He talks the people.
and respect between himself and his au
when he mounts the podium.
s dogmatic, didactic or aloof atti- himOnce
more, analyze your own speech, dience. This is something for which every
may be unintentional and even un- and ask your evaluators to tell you about speaker must strive as he reaches out for
cious to him. but it sets a barrier your own manner. Do you have a ten improvement in spieaking.
Evaluation will help. Your evaluators
leen him and his audience. No matter dency to get away from your audience,
can tell you what you lack in your ap
t pearls of wisdom or flashes of elo- and talk to them?
proach to your hearers, and if you are
Bce may fall from his lips, his attitude With—
ues a sense of distance which does
Occasionally, you find a speaker who wise, you will apply their opinions to
■lend enchantment. He does not ' get does not lalka/ you nor to you. He gives your talking. The improvement will be
all the effort it takes.
ll" to his hearers.
you the impression that he is talking with worth
For effective speaking, try to talk
of the speaker.

have heard and watched speakill three poses. Which do you

same room with his hearers.

I easier to follow is the speaker
ts to his audience. He may fail to

t\ any sense of intimacy, and he
t develop a good eye contact, alhe is not nearly so far away from

;the "at" speaker. He may speak

you, and that what he says is directed to
your ears and your mind, just as truly

with your audience.□

as though he were sitting beside you
while speaking.

There is nothing distant or imper

sonal in this person's speech. The
13

a drunk stands up and staggers
or a professional troublemaker sta

Success
Under Fire:

making a speech instead of asking]
question.

The attacks on process can be inti

lional or unintentional. The key point!
remember about them is that they disr
the order of the meeting or distract i
attention of the participants.

In the excitement of a large meetia
an embarrassed speaker or chairmam
often confuse the reasons for his emli
rassment. Therefore, it is wi.se to

over in your mind how you'll handlel

substantive and procedural problemsl
fore the meeting ever begins.

The

QuEstian-and-Rnsuier
Period
by Frederich C. Dyer
Your speech goes great. Then the
Any threats to your poise can be either:
chairman—or your boss—smiles invit (1) attacks on the suhsfance. that is, on
ingly to the audience—or stockholders your "party line"; or (2) attacks on the
—and asks: "Any questions?"
process, that is. on the way you are per
Or the program director announces; forming.

"I'm sure our speakers today expect a lot

An attack on the substance could be:

of feedback and dialog. So feel free to

• A stockholder or a member of your
club who rises to challenge your figures.

interrupt anytime with a question or com
ment." You spot two or three restless,

Attacks on yonv substance shouldi

be treated glibly or brushed off by sua
ly ruling the person out of order,
question has no merit, a few minutest
clarification will settle it. However,if
has merit, it must be handled with

spect. If you cannot answer the ques
immediately, acknowledge its meritj
ask the person's indulgence in firstcl
ing away other business. (You seer
hope that a good answer will be

coming. If it isn't, the meeting wasi
useful than you expected!)
The waves of emotion generated!
large groups can resonate suddenly
overwhelm a speaker or chairman
does not keep himself above the
People in the audience can switch

and forth between substance and pr
without realizing it. A group can be!
wives or mothers-in-law. You argu
subject on a logical basis, when

spouse or her mother suddenly

you prepared your talk to run exactly to

He claims to have a more accurate source, "How dare you use that tone of
or that he has caught you in an error offact. with me?" She has switched fromsd
• A participant who points to some stance to process. And it happens
consequences that no one has thought of groups. A man may ask a question ino

the lime limit.

and which sound pretty bad—the way/?c

We live in an age of discussion. New s
papers and periodicals carry lelters-to-

tells them:

the-editor; radio and TV programs use

a question that leads to doubts abx^ut

a stupid question, bringing aboutJ:

audience participation in person and by
phone-ins; and many people measure
their "go-to-meeting" happinc.ss on the
basis of how many times they get to talk.
Here are some ideas for keeping the
egg off your face and the halo straight on

the position you have been supporting.

of contempt from the others. But if)?
the speaker, answer sneeringly,
others may change their allegiance
look at you with angry eyes.
When you conduct a question

hot-eyed fanatics in the room and your

heart sinks as you recall how carefully

your head during such a question and an
swer period.

14

• Anyone—even a friend—who asks

An attack on the process could be:

• A participant who complains that

you haven't given him a fair hearing or
formally raises a point of order.

• When ten people start shouting for
attention at once.

• Whenawaiterdropsatrayofdishes.

tone and receive a reply in another I
others may enjoy the by-play orthevi
resent it. Or, one of them rises and;

answer period, you arc the condm
not the player of an instrument;«

primary concern is with the procti

ccording to parliamentary procedure,
j.'hairman cannot engage in an argument
■make a motion without relinquishing

lie gavel and going down on the floor to
lie his turn with the ordinary members,

^though you may be the answerer, the
pokesman, your first job is to conduct
ilie meeting fairly, and then answer the
juesiions,

Before he became Pope John XXIII,
Cardinal Roncalli, as papal delegate to
Paris, attended many formal dinners.

3x5 cards, which have been placed on

the tables in advance. The questions are

passed to the chairman while the formal
speech is being made. The chairman
selects the questions and, at the conclu
sion of the speech, steps to the Icctem be

the ancient parliamentary principle of

over the PA system. This method en
sures good clear questions.

cerned.

Think Periods: For very large meet

ings, the following method has been

used with great success. After each talk,

ludience watches to see how the leader

lakes things. That can often be more im-

reads the questions aloud and the speak

xiitant to them than the topic of dis-

er answers them.

:ussion.

own "chit-chat" on an item of interest

only to you and one other person present.
The "any seconder" method employs

side the speaker. He reads the questions

a lO-minute "think period" gives the
audience lime to write their questions.
These are collected by ushers and given
to the program chairman. The chairman

Whenever a woman in an "exposing
ircss" attended, everyone would look at
lim to see his reaction. Similarly, the

tion, vow may be so fascinated by a topic
that you will use the question as the
springboard for 10 or 20 minutes of your

finding out how many people are con
You simply explain, "Because our
time is limited, I'm going to ask if there
is a "seconder' for every question that is
asked. If another person says "yes" or
raises his hand, I'll take the question
immediately. If no one seconds a ques
tion. I'll defer it until later, or perhaps
be able to answer it in the course of an

swering another question that has been

A variation of this method is to pro

seconded.''

This method enables you to move

But suppose you do "goof? Then,
as John LaFarge explains in his autobi

vide a panel of experts to assist the
speaker during the question and answer

ography, The Manner is Ordinary: "In
any elaborate ceremony, I . . . fall
back upon the principle . . . : if you

sessions. The chairman or the speaker

expeditiously. Moreover, it's not you,
the speaker, cutting out the questioner.

receives the written questions and ana

It's the rest of the audience.

find you are doing the wrong thing, do

it with grace and dignity. . . . Calm
deportment usually helps to compensate
for defect of rubrical exactitude."

We've all been to meetings where a

speaker says: "Now I want everybody
to have a chance to talk, to give his or

lyzes and classifies them. The questions
are distributed among a panel of experts
for study. Then they appear before the
audience. The selected questions are
read aloud by the chairman or speaker
and then answered by the appropriate
expert. This method ensures (1) that the

better questions are included and empha

Any questions?^

Frederick C. Dyer is author of Execu
tive's Guide to Effective Speaking and

Writing and Blueprint for Executive Suc
cess. He has taught communication of

her own input." We count the house and

sized and (2) that an expert handles the

find that there are 30, 50, or more p)eople

question.

present. Suppose only half the people do
talk, and none ramble more than five

The Parliamemaiy or' 'Any Seconders''
Method: Your main risk in most question

minutes. Nevertheless, 10 speakers at

and answer sessions is that a "kook" or

George Washington University and
Drexel University, and has conducted
seminars in management and communi
cations for many government agencies

five minutes each means 50 minutes; 25

bore will monopolize the time. In addi

and private companies.

ideas and business presentations for

means two hours and five minutes!

Obviously, the speaker or chairman
should have counted the house first and

then said something like: "We won't
have lime to consider every question that
could be raised. In fairness to all, we'll

take all wc can. in the best possible order."
The "best order" will depend on the

number of people present and the im
portance of the questions or the status of
the questioners. The following methods
wiiiwoik andean be used in combination
or in modification.
The NTC Method: The National Press

Club in Washington. D. C., holds lun
cheon meetings where famous people
^ak to audiences of 200 to 400 persons.
Questions are submitted in writing on

JOKES for SPEAKERS!
for Toastmasters, Bus'mess fxecufives, Club Officers,
Roasters, or anyone who has to talk.

An up-to-date monthly joke-bulletin with opproximoteiy 100 funny and

topical one-liners, zingers, end stories. Created by top Hollywood comedy
writers. Provides a continuous source of fresh professional moteriol to

humorize your speech for ony oudlence .. . any occosion. Only $60 o
year for 12 issues. Somple issue (current) $5.00. Send check or money
order to:

JOKES UN-LTD.

1357 Miller Drive, Dept. 0-2, Hollywood, Ca. 90069
(Advertisement)
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The Lighter Side

I

of Public Sbeaking
by
:

•j

.i. M
'

^
•

; r-

'He's good. But he can't rememberfrom

4
■

one minute to the next."

VfSfl' 31

y>

z

<h

"Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board, Ladies and
Gentlemen, Fellow Microphones . .

f.

''And 1 want you to know I'm allfor women's
rights, as long as it doesn't interfere with the
double standard."

16

'Ordinarily, I'm not impressed with
child prodigies, but this is
something else."

¥

\W- I

'He's weak on gestures . . . good speaker but
weak on gestures."

V

'7think we should be gratefulfor

an old-fashioned, no-nonsense
chairman."

'To put it simply, all those opposed say, 7 quit!'"
17

You know how to make *Un$tant*'

coffee, **instant*' tea, hut do you
know ...

How to Make Your Speech
an ^Mnstanf' Success
by

"sian
Cavett Robert

Ss

B(nh you and I have heard it said many
times that a person who doesn't read is no

better off than a person who can't read.
We can say the same thing about com
munication. People who can't communi
cate their ideas and knowledge are no

If/

;♦

M.i. -

vou"'

... .IT

better off than those people who do not
pos.sess these ideas and that knowledge.
It's so strange that many people boast
of their ability to speak one to one, nose
to nose, toes to toes, and are actually
glib in personal conversation. Yet when
these same people are faced with an

task or that it can be accomplished over
night. 1 do promise, however, that if you
will devote yourself to certain principles,
audience of more than one person, they you will be amazed at the progress you
die, communication-wise; rigor mortis can make. In no phase of your life are
sets in. and they can't even lead a group there so many undeclared dividends and

there can be no compromise with raed

in silent prayer.

ocrity. We must expend the effort. Again

A Deep Desire

more unrealized potential than in the
field of good communication, whether

Do you really want to speak? 1 stress it be to five people or five th(msand.
the wt)rd wani advi.sedly. because un

1 repeat—you must want to become a

life we really want. Because if we real^
want something, that compulsive dcsia

will be powerful enough to generate
the other qualities necessary for accon

plishment of our desires. In this regan

it is not easy. We have instant cotTa

and instant tea, but there is no quickii

when it comes to mastering the artod

less a person definitely and sincerely better speaker.
wants to master the art of conveying his
At this moment, you and 1 have every

communicating with any group, bowj

ideas and thoughts in a persuasive man

expect to throw an egg into the bani)a
today and expect it to crow tomom)«.

ner, he will never succeed. Further

thing in life that we really want, or at
least we are acquiring it so fast that it

more. this desire must be deep enough will soon be ours. Now wait; let me make
and compulsive enough to cause him to myself clear. 1 didn't say that we have
follow certain principles. I make no everything in life we wish for or dream
promise that learning to speak is an easy about. 1 said that we have everything in
18

ever small or however large. We can^

1 once had an uncle who was alwaw

sitting around daydreaming, enthusittj
tically saying what he planned todoi
life "when his ship comes in." Bull

never sent one out. And that's the

mly sure way to miss the boat.

to fish and you have satisfied his hunger
for life."

that gives stability, not only to our entire
economic system, but to life itself. And
yet, in spite of the fact that the extent to

loudini, the greatest magician of the
ime, came to Starkville, Mississippi,

I am hopeful that in some measure
this article might open doors of oppor
tunity to some, doors which they did not
even know existed. It has been said that

le asked for some kid to come to the

words are the fingers that mold the mind

more than any other single quality we
possess, only a very few of us give this

tage and help him with the rabbit trick,

of man. Words are magic; the person

matter any great amount of study or

who masters the art of using them prop
erly is the magician.

consideration.

ways will have two schools of thought
regarding the structure of a speech. The
first group, who base their thinking on
the principle that a straight line is the

Bentof success. Houdini said,"There is

The great Carl Winters, second presi
dent of the National Speakers' Associa
tion. expressed the idea so beautifully:
"By the magic of the spoken word, we
tip men's minds out of bed, stab their
spirits awake, and set them on the for

K) trick getting the rabbit out of the hat.

ward march for a better personal, pro

Let me emphasize this point with a
ersonal illustration. When I was a kid,

was a ham even then and rushed to the

lage. Afterwards, as a reward, he gave
DC a little book on amateur magic which

have to this day. There is a passage in
lat book which, I fed. is a spark of
lenius. It refers to the rabbit trick, but

D reality it encompasses a greater ele-

rhe real trick is ever getting him in the
lat in the first place."
No Short Cut

We can say the same about mastering
le art of speaking. There is no trick in
earning to speak courageously, confi

fessional, and business life. All who hear

which we cause others to think, believe,
and act as we desire, affects our lives

We always have had and perhaps al

shortest distance between two points,
feel that any speech, to be most effective,
should be completely prepared in advance
and followed meticulously and with

us can be sent out a little wiser, walking
a little taller, and living and serving a

exactness.

little better. We have a matchless op
portunity to affect the quality of life at
this challenging point in time."
The process of persuasion is the key
stone in the arch upon which all civiliza

expert, was once asked this question:

Howard Hill, the great bow and arrow
"Mr. Hill, why is it that people go out
with high-powered rifles and come back

system of living. If this were not true,
man would be still carrying the ancient

empty handed? You never use anything
except a bow and arrow. You go out
camouflaged as your surroundings, and
yet you always get your deer, your javelina. your moose, your elk. Why is

club to get the necessities of life by

this?"

good speakers. There is no short cut, no

physical force.
Can you think of anyone who is exempt

easy path. It's a pilgrim's journey, full
of hardships and disappointments. The

cause others to think and feel and act as

Mr. Hill replied. "If I did not study
my games' eating, sleeping, and feeding
habits, if I did not plan my hunt with
accuracy and follow it with perception,
I wouldn't be hunting at all. I would
just be walking in the woods."
Those who belong to our first school
of thought feel the same way about a
speech. They feel that if they do not

dently. and persuasively. The real trick
8 getting a person to embrace the sincere
desire, that deep compulsion within him,to speak. When this is accomplished,

success in speaking will follow in nalBral sequence. Yes, we must take the
time and effort to train ourselves to be

only thing I can assure you is that if you

slay with it, you will grow strong in the
journey.
So let's start out on the basis that we

are willing to work hard over a long peri
od of time, with the goal in mind not of

tion rests. It accounts for our orderly

from the necessity of learning how to

he desires? The doctor has to persuade
his patients, the lawyer has to persuade
the jury, the pastor must persuade his
congregation. Yes. even the lover per
suades his sweetheart.
The Gentle Persuader

secure as much information about their

We don't use the same speech, our

audience, regardless of how few or how

desired results are not the same, but

varied their background, if they do not
write out their speech and follow it with

just learning to make a good speech, but
rather of becoming a good speaker. This
is the surest approach to success in the
field of speaking.

everyone in essence wants to master the
art of causing the other person to do what

Just as water cannot rise above its

he wants them to do because they want

source, we cannot accomplish anything

to do it. We know that when a person has

not professional in their approach—
they arc wasting both their time and the

except that which we are. The book can

learned to communicate to this extent by

time of their audience.

not be any greater than the writer, the
picture no greater than the painter, the
speech no better than the speaker. Again,

acquiring good speaking habits, he is

■we cannot accomplish anything any

greater than ourselves. Many people
more concerned with what they have

laccomplished and what they have, rather
what they are. Do you rememberthe

lid Chinese proverb? "Give a man a fish
id he will eat for a day: teach him how

exactness, without variation, they are

On the other hand, we have a second

group who feel that such an approach as
creature of circumstances. Things don't this is a parrot-like pre.sentation, ama
happen to him; he happens to things. teurish in every respect. While we don't
He is the cause, not the result. People have the time to di.scus.s these two phi
are his opportunity, not his frustration. losophies in detail, suffice it to say that
I'm sure you agree with me that the most of us agree that if we are to be ef
process of persuading people to think fective in speaking, we must follow cer
and act as we desire is the very essence tain basic patterns of procedure which
of our existence. It is the balance wheel seem to be a compromise between the
then a creator of circumstances, not a
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, i

two. Even though a road map is neces We called it the Attention, Interest. De
sary for a trip, we cannot always follow sire. and Action (or AIDA) procedure.
the map with exactness. We must be pre
As human engineering becomes more
pared for detours and unexpected events popular, we have still another approach.
(which usually do happen in the speak It is sometimes spoken of as the "Third
ing field).
Dimension" approach. The advocates
Let's start out with the major premise of this theory maintain that while "what
that, while many speeches are designed people do" and "why they do it" are
merely to educate or entertain, most important, these are important only to
speeches are given with the purpose in the extent that they can guide us in the
view of causing people to act. Merlyn most important phase of dealing with
Cundiff. in her best-selling book. people, namely, "how to cause them to
Kinesics—The Power of Silent Com- do it." This theory is in reality an out

Offer the Solution. Third, Prove You

growth of the Attention, interest.

Case. PinaWy. Ask for Action. It i.s ii

cation, gives a clear picture of the differ- Desire, and Action pattern. It simply
tells how one accomplishes the fourth
facet of that program.

portant that we keep these four steps
the logical order of their sequence,

manci a treatise on non-verbal communi

We must gel a person's attention.

How? By making him like us. We must
get his intere.st. How? By making him
understand us. We must get his desire.
How? By making him believe us. Final

ly, we must get ar /fc;/!. How? By making
him trust us. So we can see in this pat
tern of persuasion that the words atten
tion. interest, desire, and action have

been invented in this generation,
one would u.se the dern thing unless
had six moving parts and two transistor

and had to be serviced twice a year. Thli

four-step formula should apply to anjl
speech, regardless of the nature of ik
audience or the number of listeners.

These are the four parts. After na
ing them, we shall elaborate on each.
First, Present the Problem. Second

rearrangement will lead to confusion

misunderstanding.
Now for the first step. This first st
is the keystone in the arch of our whc

presentation. Unless we have a probie
to solve, a need to fulfill, a service

render, we have nothing to accomplisi
So let's be sure that the first part of(
speech proclaims clearly (and wit
emphasis) the problem. Also, unle

been replaced by the third-dimensional
human engineering words: He must

this problem is presented in a way

like me; he must understand me; he must

able attention, our whole speech is

believe me; he must tru.st me.

dead and we can forget the rcmainir
three parts. Mind you. 1 said. "Get
audience's/ai'oraWe attention." If
I wanted was my audience's attention,
could shoot a gun, burst a balloon,
break a chair. I saidfavorable atieniio
For example, if I were speaking
highway safety, I could get my listene

It's Your Choice

I am confident that if a person went
out and used any of these patterns enough
and used them sincerely, he would be

ent patterns of speech as they developed

successful. But one of the great things
about freedom of speech is that we have
the blessing of choice. Do yourself the
favor of .selecting any one of these, or
any combination, that will make you
comfortable in your speaking.
Let's consider a simple four-step

from the turn of the century. I am taking

formula which is a combination of the

the liberty of reciting these changes and patterns we've discussed. This formula
developments.
is so simple and elementary that 1 hope
The first of the different patterns for it will not lose its significance in Its
persuading people to act through speak
simplicity.
ing appeared about 19(X). It is found in
Please don't forget the divinity of
instructional bcK)ks published by insur simplicity. We seem to think that if
ance companies and many other com
something isn't complicated, it is not
panies for their salesmen and contains important. This is so wrong. All the
three basic elements: Pose the Problem, great lasting utterances of this world are
Offer the Solution, and Ask for Action. simple and down-to-earth speeches—
Still later, another formula took its Lincoln's Gelty.sburg Address, Pericles"
place in most of our speaking, sales speech to the Athenians, Mark Antony's
training, and development programs. speech at the grave of Julius Caesar,
20

and numerous others. 1 recently heardi
someone say that if the safety pin ha

wake the audience up and get their favc

favorable attention and at the same

present the problem with such an

ing statement as this: "Our highwa
today have become an unlicensi

slaughterhouse." If I were making
speech to promote continuing educaii
I could accomplish the same with
an opening statement as this: Learn
is a lifelong privilege; it is a join
not a destination; it is not a task

completed, but a process to be continu
We cannot train ourselves once andja
educated. What was right and plausib
yesterday is questionable today
might even be wrong tomorrow. Knoi,
edge is accumulating so fast that we m
run to even stand still."

In our second step, we simply of
a solution to the problem. Unless wc

Dwledgeable on our subject and have
ven much thought to various solu-

bns—maybe even arrived at several
ematives—we really don't have a
to speak on that particular subject,

{ou might say, "Well, that all sounds
liy good, but 1 must speak on real
aaic or insurance or must sell my em-

oyees on a cooperative company proam."

If you only take the time to carefully
jyze these four steps, you will find
at this formula lends itself to any subct you care to speak upon.
Where's the Proof?

Now for the third step, which is no

important. Without it your speech
1 have little—if any—credibility,
ile it's necessary to offer a solution,
even greater importance is the ability
offer proof—convincing proof—
Jiai your proposal is the proper solution
mihe problem. We learn that, in a legal
mal, all opinion evidence, all hearsay
mJence. all self-serving statements are
ihrown out of the case. Only proof by
ikis and events is acceptable. That is
ikhy in this third part of our speech we
hould be generous in giving actual ex
amples and "for instances." We should
'rll stories; even quotes of prominent or
jiiious people have a flavor of credibilii\. This third step is really where the
:Kat of our speech is found. This is
iliere we must convince our audience.

Wjkt no statements that can't be backed

ied. Maybe you want your audience to

that you didn't even know existed, life

abandon some old idea and adopt a re

will be happier, and your entire existence
will be crowned with glory.□

freshed point of view. Maybe you want
action in adopting a careful manner of
driving one's car. Maybe you want them
to rise in righteous indignation and de
mand a change in city government. Re
gardless of what action you desire from
your audience, you can be sure thai un
less you arouse them by asking, nothing
will happen. Furthermore, this action is
no action at all unless it is immediate

Cavett Robert has earned the reputa

tion as the Number One Speaker in the

field of human engineering and motiva
tion,

The recipient of Tl's Golden Gavel
Award in 1972, he is the author of the

popular book Human Engineering and
action. Persuasion is not persuasion at
Motivation, as well as several other
all unless it persuades one to act now.
books and over a dozen inspirational
I urge you. I beg you, I implore you and instructional records. He has held
to master the great and exciting method sales schools and conducted courses
of communicating in a professional man 'in sales, human engineering, personal
ner. Don't compromise with mediocrity. development, and management for
If you follow the principles in this many of the nation's outstanding com
article, doors of opportunity will open panies.
(Advertisement)
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Toastmasters in the Pacific Is on the move

UNDER
1976

DOWN

Your friendly colleagues of Districts 69, 70 (Australia], and 72 (New Zealand) want
you to visit wltti them in May. 1976.

This is a personal Invitation, Toostmoster-to-Toastmaster. International President

George C. Scott will be our very special guest at the Downunder Conference, to be
h^d of the Wentworth Hotel, Sydney, May 13 to 18, 1976.
The Downunder Toastmasters tour will be a visit to friends - In their homes and clubs,

wilti a great welcome of each stage. The Important thing Is to book now - there
ore only a limited number of seats on the tour and they are filling up fast. We look
forward fo seeing you.

CONTACT: Mervyn McMillan « Trons-Austraila Airlines • 510 West 6thi
Street • Los Angeles, OA 90014

i;p with proof.
And now for the fourth step. Unless
can cause our listeners to act in some

ifinite manner immediately, our whole
•peech has accomplished little, if anyiiiing. Maybe we amused, perhaps we
l ight have given a little information,
Mwe failed in our purpose. Of course,
^hiie it sounds trite, the best way to get

What Is SUCCESS ORIEIMTATIOIM?
An outstanding newfsletter on business management? YES

A systematic approach to personal improvement? YES
A regular review of basic principles of success? YES

..tion is to ask for it. Observe speakers
in the future. Many will entertain you,

Excellent source material for public speakers? YES indeed!

make themselves look good, give

read and use SUCCESS ORIENTATION regularly, as do many famous

irjportant facts. But I'm sorry to say
tnatmany fail to make an appeal of any
i'lKi at the end.

Actually, one's entire speech should

Hundreds of business executives, community leaders and public officials
platform personalities. Why don't you?

full year's subscription (86 issuesi only $39.95.
Sample issues $1 each.

nelike an inverted cone, with all ma-

SUCCESS ORIENTATION

imalcoming down to a focal point at the

3960 Peachtree Road N.E., suite 425, Atlanta, Ga. 30319

The action, of course, can be var
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SolvE Those 13

Speaking Problems
The mark ofany successfulspeakeris the ability to handle any problems that
come up before, during, or after his presentation. Here are afew of the more
common problems .. . and some ideas on how to control them.
Every Toaslmasicr wishes to improve
his or her ability to speak in public.

audience. This situation is personal to a

being overtired on a single speaking

If this was not the number-one goal each

speaker. After a member has delivered

casion. This point is not at all obviou

of us had in mind when we first joined
the organization, it must have certainly

a few speeches during a Toastmasters

The speaker may not appear tired,

meeting, his evaluators will have ad

ranked high on our list of reasons for

vised him if he possesses these special

Joining. But as we attended our club
meetings, we found that there are special
problems which a speaker must solve to
become truly proficient at public speak
ing. This article will address 13 of these
problems and offer some suggestions
that might be used to solve them.

problems. If he speaks slowly, carefully,
and deliberately, he stands a better
chance of communicating with his audi
ence. If the problem is particularly

may seem quiet or shy instead. Anyoii
worried about this problem may wishi
consider energy-boosting programs su

have great difficulty in reaching his

troublesome and deep-rooted, he may
need special diction exercises.

Lack of Energy—The larger the au
SpeakerIA udience Differences—Any dience, the more energy a speaker will
differences between a speaker and his au have to use in his presentation. Even
dience create a barrier to communica
with a microphone to amplify his voice,
tion. If a speaker is a great deal older a speaker will have to use gestures larg
or younger than his audience, there er than normal, so that the larger audi
will be differences in interests, in the ence spread out over a greater distance
meaning of words, in the goals pursued can see them. But even with a small
between the speaker and his listeners. audience in a small room, a speaker
Also, if a speaker is male and the must draw on an inner store of energy
audience is female, sex differences will to show sincerity and to hold the atten

of the time, and it is not just a case

as regular calisthenics, jogging, swis
ming, tennis, skiing, or golf,
physical fitness programs will enha
anyone's appearance and add a

sure of vitality and liveliness to
speeches.

Specific Illustrations—Occasionally^,
speaker will treat a subject in an abst

fashion. He may speak loftily abouti
"old fashioned" virtues, "good"

ness practices, or showing "prof
respect. Everyone in an audience h

different picture in his mind when
hears the expression "old fashior
virtues. Communication is not effe

when a speaker stays in the abstract i

create communication difficulties. If the

tion of his audience throughout the

too long, because the picture in

audience consists of subordinates, while

presentation.

speaker's mind may be different thani

the speaker is the boss (as in the case

Plan Your Day

pictures in the minds of his audien

of an office staff meeting), a true rap
port between the speaker and the group

tation will come across in a drab,

may be lacking. The intelligent speaker
evaluates and adjusts to all of these

lifeless monotone. Speakers who are

other. The thoughtful speaker will of!

effective on some occasions and ineffec

specific, even vivid, illustrations
examples of the abstract truths thai I

If a speaker lacks energy, his presen

Even worse, everyone in the audien
will have a picture different from

differences in preparing and delivering

tive on others may find that fatigue is

his speech.
Failure to Enunciate—If a speaker
fails to enunciate clearly, pronounces his

the problem. The skilled speaker plans
his day so that sufficient energy remains
for his speaking engagements whenever

is talking about.

words in a garbled fashion, or has an

they occur.

The successful speaker has learned In

accent difficult to understand, he will
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Sometimes a speaker lacks energy all

Dull Subject Matter—All subje
have some elements of interest in then

his experience what will interest pccfl

ence, seeing one of their fellow listeners

treated badly, will turn off emotionally
and reject the speaker's message. It is
vital for a speaker to be continually
sensitive to anything in the speaker-

by
Robert R Savoy,
ATM

audience situation that requires a re

is the group all lawyers, all doctors,
all engineers—or are they a mixed
group? Does the group expect me to
present the keynote speech? How long
does the group expect me to talk? Will
the group be in a convivial mood, having

just finished cocktails and dinner, and
Size of the Audience—Some speakers consequently, do they expect a light

action.

have only one speaking level and use this
level regardless of the size of the audi

treatment of my subject? Is the group

commitment to his subject. However,

for all of these factors in preparing and

a comparatively high-ranking group, for
example,
a group of company viceence. For example, a certain speaker
presidents
or
presidents? How does this
may always come on strong when he
group
expect
me
to dress for my speech?
speaks to a large group, since he wishes
The
experienced
speaker will account
to stress his energy, enthusiasm, and

in general and this audience in particu

delivering his speech. Even if a speaker
audience, he may come on too strong normally delivers a canned presentation,
for the small group. In effect, he will such as an appeal for the American
overwhelm and intimidate them with the Cancer Society, he should adapt it to the
force and power of his speaking style. particular group that he is addressing.
Lack of Sympathy—A speaker may
An audience will generally feel very un

lar, It is the ability to select and present

comfortable when exposed to a speaker

have mastered all of the points previ

who comes on too strong for the situa
tion. Because of the discomfort, they

ously described and yet fail to communi

when this speaker addresses a small

k interesting elements of a subject that
marks the successful speaker.

cate with his audience if he lacks

will resent the speaker and, ultimately, sympathy for them. A company execu
tive who has spent his lifetime in
reject his message.
management work may feel no sympathy
The Other Side
In the opposite situation, a speaker's for his company's union group. Even
normal manner may be a rather soft, worse, he may deeply resent the union
quiet
style, because he wishes to stress and feel actively hostile toward them.
terest may force a speaker to extra
his
calm
manner, his friendliness, and When called upon to speak to an alllengths of preparation in order to make
his
willingness
to consider other people's union assembly, this lack of sympathy
them interesting. Speakers who fail to
point
of
view.
When this speaker is and open hostility will radiate to his
make this effort, however, will be labeled
called
upon
to
address
a large audi audience, no matter how carefully he
dull and ineffective by their audiences.
ence,
however,
he
may
bring
his soft, may select his actual words.
Of all the elements of public speaking,
quiet
style
with
him.
Some
speakers
of
the ability to make a speech interesting
A Hostile Audience
this
type,
when
presented
with
a
micro
is the most important to popular success.
The eminent statesman, Winston
Lack of Sensirivity—AW audiences phone, will step away from it, thus
Churchill,
had no sympathy for the Brit
give a speaker feedback on how he is nullifying its usefulness. The audience
ish
unions
and spoke to them as if they
communicating. The ability of a speaker will become frustrated at their inability
were
an
enemy
as villainous as Hitler's
to hear the speaker and will feel resent
to become aware of his audience's re
armies.
The
most
gifted speaker will fail
sponse Is called sensitivity. Some of the ment that their time is being wasted.
to
communicate
with
an audience that he
Type of Audience^The inept speak
most embarrassing incidents that I have
personally
regards
as
unsympathetic or
witnessed were the direct result of a er will charge into a speaking situation
hostile.
In
such
a
case,
the speaker
lack of sensitivity on the part of a without taking the time to properly ana
should
ask
to
be
excused
from
speaking
speaker. This element affects the emo lyze his audience. If he has a "canned"
to
the
hostile
audience.
When
this
is not
tional rapport of a speaker with his message, he may deliver it verbatim,
possible,
he
should
avoid
making
pro
audience. For example, a speaker who regardless of which audience he is ad
vocative
statements
and
should
strive
to
has carefully written out his speech and dressing. The skilled speaker, however,
be
as
open-minded
as
possible
toward
is in the process of methodically reading will ask himself questions about the au
any statement made to him by group
it may be disrupted by a question from dience. How old are the people in the members.
group? Are they male or female or a
the audience that interrupts him unex
Audience Intimidation—A new speak
pectedly. Because of the surprise ele mixed group? Why did my audience
er
is often easily intimidated by his
ment, the speaker may become flustered come to this meeting? What do they
audience.
A Toastmaster speaking at his
and answer the questioner in a rude, expect to hear from me? Does the whole
first
District
Speech Contest is all too
impatient manner. The rest of the audi group belong to one profession—that is.

Conversely, the speaker who loses his
audience may suffer from a lack of
imagination, in that he cannot highlight
ihe interesting portions of his speech.
Some subjects of very low intrinsic in
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likely to be intimidated by his competi
tion and by his audience. The presence
of the district governor, lieutenant gov
ernors. and area governors can seem

threatening to a new speaker. Some
book.s on public speaking recommend
that a speaker visualize his audience as

sentation depends heavily on the use of

color slides and the projector lamp bums
speaker may find himself in deep trouble.
The prudent speaker will carry his own
spare lamp for this situation. Even better,
a speaker would be wise to have a

silting in their underwear. This may

back-up plan available so that he could

help a speaker overcome fear of his
audience. In many of Churchill's war
time speeches, he would deliberately

go on with his presentation even though

Bicentennial

his audiovisual equipment failed com

pletely. I have stood by in meeting

Speech Topics

mispronounce the names of the German

rooms while someone chased down a

leaders in a comical way. Somehow, this

new lamp or a new projector. The ex

made the German Army seem less fright
ening to the British people. Any appro

perience is frustrating and time wasting.
Back-up plans are always desirable to

eighth subject discussed by those participa

priate technique seems suitable for a
speaker to avoid being intimidated by his

cover such situations.

in the American Issues forum.

audience.

difficulties create special problems in

Lack of Creativity—Audiences are
frequently looking for a fresh, new sub

obvious example of this problem is the

The four weeks have been divided into

ject or, at least, a fresh, new approach

microphone that doesn't work. When

following subjects:

to an old one. A speaker should endeavor

this disaster occurs, a speaker loses

to generate new ideas that allow an

complete contact with his audience. This

April 4 - April fO: The American Famil
The family has been the fundamental fo

audience to view an old subject from a
new perspective. The speaker who dis
cusses the same old subject in the same

situation is not, however, under the

cans. But today's "modem" family isdiffo

control of the speaker. If the mainte

ent. Are family tensions and frustratioa

nance people cannot fix the microphone

greater today? To a great extent, we keepi

old way bores his audience and leaves

or provide a substitute, the speaker may
have to continue without one. The speak

old and young apart. Has this worked to

them with the feeling that their time
has been wasted. A speaker with a cre

Mechanical Difficulties—Mechanical
the public speaking situation. The most

er may suggest a recess if that will

ative flair may surprise his audience by

help the maintenance people reach a

pointing out a new solution to an old
problem.

solution.

Audiovisual Problems—Many speak
ers will use a wide variety of audiovisual
aids to enhance their presentations. Each
one of these aids introduces new ele

ments into the public speaking situation.
If a speaker uses 35mm color slides, he

must check to see whether the meeting

Toastmasters: A Laboratory
In order to become truly proficient
at public speaking, it is necessary to
recognize the existence of the special
problems that one may encounter when
speaking before any group, large or
small. The Toastmasters club meeting is

a laboratory in which the member may
confront these problems and develop

"Growing Up in America" will be

Scheduled to run from April 4 ihrou

May I. 1976. "Growing Up in Americ
will examine the concept of the "averag
American—who he is and how he has chang

in shaping the lives of most individual An

detriment of both?

April II ■ April 17: Education for Worki

for Life. Education has always been impor
to Americans. But ourcoliege.s are .someliri
described as prep schools for banks, law fir

corporations, and hospitals. Have they ce
to be real citadels of learning? What arei
most influential educational forces tods

Does the community or the family control i
forces?

April 18 - April 24: - In Cod tVe Trust]

TTtroughout the history of the United St
there has been continual tension over the:

role of religion. What is the proper role oft
ligion in our society? What impact have
churches had on our economy? How hasi

room will have the right kind of pro
jector. Also, he must check to see
whether the projector will handle the

skill and experience in dealing with

ligion shaped our institutions, values,

them. Each one of us can enhance our

beliefs?

slide magazine that he uses. Slide maga

public speaking ability by facing up

zines are not a standard item, so this

the speaker must check the availability

to these common problems. I can rec
ommend no better way to proceed than
by faithfully participating in the Toast-

of a screen as well as its location. If

masters program.□

point needs investigating. In addition,

a speaker intends to use view-graphs,
he must be sure that the meeting room

IS'

.qVUT/O/^

out, with no spare bulb available, a

will have a view-graph projector. Simi

larly, a 16mm movie will require a
matching projector.

These audiovisual check points only
determine the availability of the proper
equipment. There is also the possibility
of equipment failure. If a speaker's pre
24

April 25 - May I: A Se/use of Betongb
A community is a place where a man

roots, where he knows everybody's na
where he goes to weddings, funerals, chris
ings, where he becomes himself. What isl

of this for most Americans? Is a commuili]
anything more nowadays than a temf
resting place where modem migrants

en route to another temporary resting plicl

Robert P. Savoy, ATM, is a former
District 31 governor, A civilian electrical
engineer with the United Stales Air Force,
he is a member of the Researchers Club

2201-31 in Bedford, Massachusetts.

Mr. Savoy is currently serving as District
31 secretary.

Have we lost the feelings of continuity,

and belonging?

If you haven't already become involvdJJ

America's Bicentennial celebration, thiija

your chance. But you'll have to hurry,
American Issues Forum concludes next i

So get involved , . . and help celebrate;
years of success.□

Meetings and Conventions
Seeking Speakers, Program Leaders?
The Best in the Business Will Be

in Atlanta, Georgia, May 3-7, 1976
more than a hundred top platform personalities in rapid succession that week
Information

* Instruction

You should pay $300 a day to hear
these exciting speakers, but

registration fees are as low as $160

* Inspiration

* Entertainment'Humor

Space is limited and registrations probably will be

I

closed out in

March. Don't miss this unusual

opportunity *** Send In your registration today!

for the entire week.

This Is the kind of leadership you will find in Atlanta, May 3-7:
tra Hayes, Roy Hatten, Dick Gardner, Jim Arch, Alan Cimberg, Paul J. Micali, Dick Gariepy, Charles E. Jones, Winston K Pendleton, Mary McBride, Edward
McFaui, Aft Fetting, Sam Hunter, Ross V. Horsey. Sam Edwards, Dr James Blakely, Dr David J. Schwartz, Jr., Ray Monsaivatge, Dr. Tom Haggai, Dr. John

H. FurtMy. Dr. Henry M. Johnson, Al Pollard, Dr. George Halatad. John H.Wolfe, Thom Norman,Fred Herman, Arnold "Nick"Carter, Dr. C.L."Chuck" Lapp,
Les Giblin, Lee Boyao, David Yoho, J. Lewis Powell, Henri Saint-Laurent, Suzy Sutton, lulig Figi, Somers White, Don Mutson. Mike Frank, Zenn Kaufman,

George Morrlsey, Dr. and Mrs.Philip R, Harris, Earl D. Brodie, Dr. David L. Ward, Morns I. Pickus,Dr. Dorothy Shaffer, Dr. Cody Sweet,Bill Woodruff,John N.
Christianson, Robert H. Jansen, Dr. Harold R. McAilndon, Frank M. Butrick, Henry Fiarshiem, Dr. W.N Schuttz, Cathrina Bauby,Edwin C. Bliss. Judith Keith,
William J. McGrane, Dick Semaan, Dr. W.C Christians, Mrs. Rose Dorrance. Joe Larson. Don Thoren, Zig Ziglar . .artd many, many mora.

These Comments are typical of the enthusiastic
Interest In this great week of speakers;
Dr. Carl Winters, president of the National Speakers Association, is one of those who plans tospend that entire week

in Atlanta, He says: "Across the nation I am receiving word of the excitement people fee! for the forthcoming
Showcase in Atlanta, This should be one of the events of the century in our chosen profession. This is really great! I'll
gladly take part on your program, and will personally do everything I canto help you. I'm sure MSA will support it, arid
help you publicize it,"

Cavett Robert, one of the most active and popular speakers on the professional circuit, says:"We've been needing just
this sort of thing. Others have talked about it, but you're the first to do it. and I think it's tremendous. Atlanta is an ideal
place for it, and I know the week will be a great success Count me in, I'll help you every way I possibly can!"

Dr. Charles Jarvis, considered by many to be the best humorist on the platform today, was just as enthusiastic. He
said: "You've got a terrific idea. Of course, I'll be glad to speak for you—and do everything I canto help make that week
the great success I know it will be,"

The only way you can make certain you get in on these great sessions is to send in your registration TODAY,
Reservations can be guaranteed only to those whose checks are sent in before March 15.
Low, low registration fees '*" Special low hotel rates.

DON'T DELAY . . .NOT EVEN ONE DAY . . .MAIL YOUR REGISTRATION
TODAY SO YOU CAN BE PART OF THIS EXCITING WEEK!!

Success Leaders Speakers Service
3960 Peachtree Road, N.E.. suite 425, Atlanta, Georgia 30319
or phone Dr. DuPree Jordan, Jr. at (404) 261-1122
1976 SHOWCASE OF PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS
REOUESTIortheSpeakefsBureauot Jordan Enterpnse,3960PeacnueeRoad N E . Suite 425, Atlanta. Georgra 30319

□ Plea** tend ui*copy(wltlioul coat or olriigatlon) of your new Speaker* Directory
We are interested in attending the 1976 Showcase ol Professional Speakers
Monday, May 3
ri Thursday, May 6
wg would like more details on thai entire week.
• Tuesday. May 4
u Friday, May 7
1 1 Wednesday, May S a All 5 days

We would also like you lo handle hotel reservations lor the following
nights .

Name.
Title _

Crganization _

Registration Fees *
one day
two days
three days
fourdays
all Sdays

only $80
only $110
only $130
only $145
only $160

'Rale* will be trlghier after Marcli 15,

StreetAddress.
City

(404)261-1122

IF any space* iail.
.Slaie.

3p.

Telephone number (II you would iikeusio phone you) AC-

Self Image - It Can Make
a Difference
by Jerry W. Koehler, PhD
I vividly remember being asked by a
teacher in first grade: "Jerry, how come
you're not smart like your brothers?"

and undeveloped intellectual processes

It is the only thing I remember from that
year of my life, and it had a far-reaching
effect on the kinds of experiences 1
sought, and those 1 avoided, for years

produced the lowest midterm grade in the
class, he let me know that he confidently
expected belter of me. 1 made an "A"

afterward.

It is difficult now to express the
impact it had on my life to meet an
educator who expressed confidence in
my ability and respect for my efforts.
It literally reversed my image of myself

First of all. I accepted it as an ar
ticle of faith that I wasn't loo bright,
and therefore believed there wasn't much

point in my concentrating on intellec
tual pursuits. 1 thought of vocation in
terms of learning a trade. 1 discovered
1 had some natural aptitude for sports

and devoted all my energy to baseball
and basketball. Privately. I suffered a

Kli

1s

1 '■

:I f

with consideration and respect. When,

despite my efforts, my poor work habits

on the final examination.

and gave me the confidence to meet in
tellectual challenges that 1 would other
wise have avoided. Once you are awak
ened to the influence of image in your

dislike and avoid it—but not usuallyl
by as much as the difference in atti

tude would suggest. Now and then yo
will hear a speaker who has a tru^

"golden voice" or a naturally com]
manding platform appearance, but sues

advantages are neither common no|

decisive, as a rule. In the majority
cases, the difference between an effect

live and an ineffective speaker is pureli|
a matter of self-image. The individii

with the confidence to stand up
make his point, undeterred by the fea
that somebody else could express
better and with the sense of perspectii
to see his mistakes no larger than lifi
almost inevitably acquires .some defi

of speaking skill, even if his only teach
is experience. Nearly everybody experi
ences stage fright, but those with
inadequate self-image are apt to rega
it as a personal affliction and to
immobilized by it.

Virtually everybody has the basij
physical and intellectual prercquisia
to become at least an adequate publi
speaker. Yet most people greet th
prospect of speaking before an aud
ence—however small and friendly—v
dread and may take it for granted
if they can detect in themselves nonei
the qualities they associate with gn
oratory, none can be developed.
You can achieve a positive self-ir

as a public speaker by: using yoi

life, you begin to find it incredible that

imagination to visualize yourself asj

great deal of pain and frustration be

others are not equally aware of the uses

person who is dynamic, enthusiastic.;

cause of the poor grades I expected—
and got—in elementary and high school.
The lure of collegiate basketball was
all that drew me into college.
Then, in my sophomore year, there

(or, more often, misuses) of image and
self-image in their own lives.
Perhaps nowhere is self-doubt and

exciting; seeing yourself, as well

avoidance more evident than in the aver

tion; and trying not to see your
as others see you (for audiences
that you might fail), but as a spea

occurred another academic encounter

age person's attitude toward speaking in
public—a phenomenon 1 observed in

which altered the course of my life
for a second time. I happened to find
myself in a speech course instructed by

some detail when 1 taught a public
speaking course in a university. The
first assignment in which students actual

a former U.S. Steel executive. Dr.

ly had to stand up and make a few

your audience, as interesting, crediblj

and worthy of the speaker-listener situj

who has already achieved success. Yoj
self-image is the key to your person
effectiveness as a speaker.D

Raymond K. Tucker. Dr. Tucker is one

remarks in front of their classmates in

of those rare educators who has the ability

variably triggered a last-minute epidemic

to inspire students with confidence in

of flu, laryngitis, sprains, strains, and

their own abilities. He told me. as though

assorted nonmedical catastrophes that
prevented a predictable fraction of the

UCI Executive Program at the Univers

was using. He refused to allow me to

class from completing the assignment.
Some people enjoy public speaking

article was adapted from his bool' Fij

evade or clown my way out of think
ing, and he treated me and my efforts

and, naturally, they are apt to be some
what better speakers than those who

it was the most self-evident fact in the
world, that 1 had more brains than I
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Dr. Jerry W. Koehler is Director of I
of California at Irvine. Material for

Corporation Game: Winning the

the Organization and Making ThemLc^

It. (Macmillan, 1975)

ROVE
IT!

That there is a need for support in communication seems
obvious. Few of us are able to give a speech which, by
its very essence, is a model of lucidity and believability.
In order for our speech to achieve its specific purpose, it
is often essential to provide one or all of the following
supports: amplification, clarification, and proof. Experi
ence and research are the sources of such support.
Often, a Toastmaster, when facing the task of speech

preparation or speech evaluation, contends that he does not
know enough about the subject under consideration. In a
civilization such as ours, abounding with well-equipped
libraries and well-staffed institutions of education, there

is little excuse for claiming continued ignorance. What we
don't know we can find out. Much of what we know comes

br

to us through our own personal experience, and this personal

[Frank E* X. Dance, PhD

Tt-

experience can be augmented by reading works of fiction
and nonriction, by taking courses, and by planning new
experiences.

We can approach and present truth by one of two methods—
analysis or synthesis—or by a combination of both. To
reach truth through analysis, we endeavor to break up a
totality into its discrete elements. We try to lake a general
observation and pull out the individual experiences that go
to make it up. The other method, synthesis, takes the op
posite approach. When we synthesize, we try to build a
complex entity from many contributing parts.
The analytic method can be identified with deduction or
reasoning from the general to the specific, whereas the
synthetic method finds its counterpart in induction, reason
ing from the specific to the general. As mentioned above,
most trains of reasoning involve both of these approaches
to truth. Whatever logical method we use. there are certain
steps that prove helpful.
1. We should begin with what is most familiar to us or
with what is simplest.

2. We should be painstaking in our forward movement,
being especially watchful that we take nothing for grant
ed. We should make haste slowly.

3. We should strive to achieve certitude in each step
toward truth. It is obvious that certitude is not always
obtainable. However, when certitude is out of reach, we

should at least seek for the most probable Judgment. The
most probable judgment can be identified as that judg
ment against which there is no positive evidence and for
which there is the support of solid reason.
4. We should always keep the end in view when using

a method of reasoning in seeking for truth.
Toasimasters speak, Toastmasters entertain, Toastmasters

So far we have considered the need for support, the

itroduce, and Toastmasters inform. But how often do Toast-

sources of support, and the method of support. Let us
now turn our attention to the techniques of support: ex
planation. comparison, statistics, testimony, and restatement.
These techniques can be verbal or visual: that is, they can
be presented in words, diagrams, pictures, models, films,

■asicrs convince? The art of public speaking needs to be
lined with the techniques of logic in order to convince the
-iidience of the correctness of your point of view. This brief
nicie has as its purpose calling to the attention of practicing
oasimaslers some of the elements essential to the public

or cases.

peech which has persuasion either as its main goal or as a subKiiary goal,

• Explanation: When we explain, we offer factual ex
amples as support for our point or purpose in one of two
27

ways. The first is by quoting or retelling, in detail, hypo
thetical or factual examples.
Women and polilics—some women have always been in polidcs.

and have not done badly, either. It was when we had the Lan
castrian Kings that it was said that the Kings were made Kings

by an act of Parliament—they did rule by means of Parlia

done while the power to work remains. The canter that brings
you to a standstill need not be only coming to rest. It cannot
be, while you still live. For to live is to function. That is
all there is to living."

And so i end with a line from a Latin poet, who uttered

the message more than fifteen hundred years ago, "Death plucks
my ear and says: Live—I am coming."
—From a speech delivered hy Oliver
Wendell Holmes on March 7, 1931,

ment, Then Henry VIII. that old scalawag, accepted the principles
of the Lancastrians to rule by Parliament, but he wanted the

the occasion ofhis ninetieth birthday.

principles in an entirely different way. He made Parliament the
engine of his will; he pressed or frightened it into doing anything
he wished. Under his guidance Parliament defied and crushed
all other powers, spiritually and temporally, and he did things

which no King or Parliament ever atiemfMed to do—things unheard
of and terrible.

Then Elizabeth came along. It is true she scolded her Parlia
ment for meddling with matters with which, in her opinion, they
had no concern, and more than once soundly rated the speaker

of her Commons, but she never carried her quarrels too far, and
was able to end her disputes by some clever compromise: in other
words, she never let Parliament down, and that is what I don't

believe any wise woman will do. in spite of the fears of some
of the men.

—From "Women in Polilics." deliv

• Stati.stics: We use statistics whenever we try to
forms of support together numerically. For instance,
might say .35 cities that have metropolitan transit systen
use tokens instead of coins, while only seven cities
depend on the passengers having the correct change fori
turnstiles. What we are actually doing here is making
comparisons with our own city's transit system, but hecau
of the method of grouping, we can say that we are usio
statistics. Obviously, there arc many levels of statistic
sophistication, and the preceding example is most like
the lowest.

ered by Lady Astor (Nancy Langborne), the first woman elected to

the British House of Commons. The
speech was given at Town Hall. New
York City. April 9. 1922.

The superiority of the United Nations in munitions and shi
must be overwhelming, so overwhelming that the Axis nations;
can never hope to catch up with it.

And so. in order to attain this overwhelming superiority.

United Slates must build planes and tanks and guns and ships tO:

The second method of presenting factual examples as sup
port is hy offering one or many specific instances, or
undeveloped examples.
My friends, no one not in my position can appreciate the sadness
1 feel at this parting. To this people I owe all that I am. Here I

have lived more than a quarter of a century; here my children
were bom. and here one of them lies buried. I know not how

stron I shall see you again, A duly devolves upon me which is.

perhaps, greater than that which has devolved upon any other
man since the days of Washington. He never could have succeeded
except for the aid of Divine Providence, upon which he at all
times relied. I feel that I cannot succeed without the same Divine

Aid which sustained him; and in the same Almighty Being I
place my neliance for support; and I hope you. my friends, will

all pray that 1 may receive that Divine Assistance, without which
I cannot succeed, but with which success is certain. Again I bid
you ail an affectionate farewell.
—From Abraham Lincoln's "Fare

well Address'' at Springfield. Febru

ary II, /H6I, (Note also the implied
use of comparison and testimony in

this excerpi,)

the utmost limit of our national capacity. We have the abili
and capacity to produce arms, not only for our own forces, but
also for the armies, navies, and air forces righting on our side. . . .

I have just sent a letter of directive to the appropriate depart'
ments and agencies of our government, ordering that immediate
steps be taken.

First, to increase our production rate of airplanes so rapidly
that in this year. 1942, we shall produce 60.000 planes, ten thou
sand, by the way. more than the goal that we set a year and a half
ago. This includes 45,0(K) combat planes, bombers, dive bombers,
pursuit planes. The rate of increase will be maintained, continued,

so that next year, 1943, we shall produce I25,(X)0 planes, includ
ing 100.000 combat planes.

Second, to increase our production rate of tanks so rapidly
that in this year, 1942. we shall produce 45.000 tanks, and to

continue that increase so that next year, 1943, we shall produce
75,(KK) tanks.

Third, to increase our production rate of anti-aircraft guns so
rapidly that in this year. 1942, we shall produce 20,000 of them,
and to continue that increase so that next year. 1943, we shall
produce 35.000 anti-aircraft guns.
And fourth, to increase our prtsduction rate of merchant -shij
so rapidly that in this year. 1942. we shall build 8.000.000 dead

weight tons, as compared with a 194! completed production
1,100,000. And finally, we shall continue that increase so th;

next year. 1943, we shall build lO.OOO.(XX) tons of shipping.

•Comparison: When we compare things, we discuss their
similarities and differences.

These figures and similar figures for a multitude of other impi
ments of war will give the Japane.se and the Nazis a little idea ofj
what they accomplished in the attack at Pearl Harbor.
—From President Franklin Dei

In this symposium my part is only to sit in silence. To express
one's feelings as the end draws near is too intimate a task.

But I may mention one thought that comes to me as a listenerin. The riders in a race do not stop short when they reach the

Roosevelt's first war address fi
Congress on January 6, 1942,

goal. There is a little finishing canter before coming to a
standstill. There is lime to hear the kind voices of friends and

to say to oneself: "The race is over, but the work never is
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• Testimony: One of the most widely used forms of
port in today's world is testimony or expert opinion.

icult to turn on the television set without seeing some

support appears most blatantly—is in the propaganda of mass

brity holding up a product and testifying on its virtues,

advertising. Television commercials urge us to achieve health
by taking pain relievers, wealth by wishing, and happiness by
using a particular toothpaste.

vnother frequently used technique is for the speaker to
le an outstanding authority who testifies to the imporX or validity of the speaker's position.
Yes, the little nations can outvote the big powers in the General

issembly of the United Nations. But the day may come when
le will be able to (hank them for helping us to see that our
'/ealth and military power may have barricaded us against human

ity's cry—not for victory, but for peace: they may have barricaded
IB against our true selves.
Rabindranath Tagore. whom Dag Hammerskjold liked to read,
once wrote; "Man has made his weapons his gods. When his
weapons win. he is defeated himself."
When word was received at Lx)S Alamos on August 6, 1945, that

the atomic bomb had been dropped on Hiroshima, a scientist
in a state of elation telephoned friends nearby. He had one request,

b was for whiskey to celebrate, since liquor had not been permitted
on the installation. In a little while he called back to say that he

had changed his mind. He had begun to realize that the event was
beyond rejoicing.
Arthur Koestler reminded us of the significance of August 6, 1945,
when he wrote: "Hitherto man had to live with the idea of his
death as an individual: from now onward mankind will have to

Ike with the idea of its death as a species."
—From "The Task Remaining." de

livered by Pauline Frederick. NBC
News. UN Correspondent, onNovem-

The logical communicator avoids oversimplification and
dramatizations that lead to misrepresentation of reality. The
logical communicator also avoids rash judgment and, in order
to assure logical adequacy, adheres to a rigonjus method of
reasoning, buttressing this method with the pertinent tech
niques drawn from adequate sources.
Here are four questions to ask yourself when listening to a

speaker, in order to assess your appreciation of the logical
adequacy of communication:
1. Do I know exactly what the speaker is trying to say?
2. Do I know why the speaker is interested in voicing this
point of view?
3. Do I know what support the speaker has offered for
his viewpoint?

4. Does the speaker's support meet the test of logic and
conformance to reality as far as I can discern?
Each club should have one evaluatoral each meeting whose

sole job is to assess the logical adequacy of the speakers'
presentations. One sure way to prove the value of Toastmasters to non-members is to leam how to make our case and

prove our points in our club speaking experiences.□

her 28. 1961.

• Restatement: Whenever we summarize our material,

A Toastmaster for over 20 years, Dr. Frank Dance is Profes
sor of Speech Communication at the University of Denver in

K are using a form of restatement. Most of us, at one
me or another, have heard the adage, "repetition is the
nolher of learning." The constant repetition of "the big lie"
ras one of the most telling techniques of the Nazi propa-

Denver, Coioraclo. Dr. Dance is the author of Tl's Speechcraft

landa machine.

in Denver.

Program, is a former member of the Educational Advisory
Committee, and is a member of the Mile High Club 741-26

The use of any one or a number of these five techniques

provide support for our communication contributes to the
3gical adequacy of our effort.
We should know what to avoid: it is no use blaming the men—we
made them what they are—and now it is up to us to try and make

ourselves—the makers of men—a little more responsible in the

future. We realize that no one sex can govern alone. I believe

that one of the reasons why civilization has failed so lamentably
is that it has had a one-sided government. Dtin'l let us make the

mistake of ever allowing that to happen again.
, I can conceive of nothing worse than a man-governed world
except a woman-governed world—but I can see the combination
of the two going forward and making civilization worthy of the
name of civilization based on Christianity, not force; a civilization

based on justice and mercy. 1 feel men have a greater sense of

justice and we of mercy. They must borrow our mercy and we must
use their justice. We are new brooms; let us see that we sweep
the right rooms.

I

—From "Women in Politics." deliv-

I

ered by Lady Astor on April 9. 1922.

Want More?
Additional copies of this "Special
Public Speaking Issue" are
available from World

Headquarters for just 30 cents.
Why not use them to show your
friends, neighbors, and business

acquaintances just what

Toastmasters is and what It can
To help US realize the importance of logic in our use
if support, we should be aware of, keep in mind, and avoid
'be illogical means of support that abound in our society,
fhe most obvious example—the area in which illogical

do for them if they join? It'll he
the best 30 cents you ever spent!
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ABLE TOASTMASTER (ATM)

Congratulations to these Toastmasters who have received the Wile To
master certificate of achievement.

hall ofTame

Robert L. Woltz
Hartmr Lites 1927-F

Newport Beach. Califomia
DISTINGUISHED TOASTMASTER (DTM)

Congratulations to these Toastmasters who have received the Distinguished
Toastmaster certificate, Toastmasters international s highest memtier recognition.
Thomas T. Wilson, Jr.

Papago 2694-3
Phoenix, Arizona

Charles L. Spencer, Jr.
Suncial 2586-7

Portland, Oregon
Glen W. Meek

Morning Glories 3788-7
Portland, Oregon
Charles H. Vondracek
Monroeville 2954-13

Monroevllle, Pennsylvania
Kenneth L. Thayer
Aerospace 3368-14
Robins AFB, Georgia
Henry F. Mallckl

Gene S. Selig

William J. Davis

John Epert

Roundup 1839-3
Phoenix, Arizona
Richard G. Pace
Belmont 530-4

San Carlos, Califomia

Lonnle G. Ayers, Sr.
The Ordators 3342-4

Robert L. Ayers

Spellbinders 3252-52

Mt. Helix 126-5

La Mesa. Califomia

Canton, Illinois

Thomas E. Mungavan, Jr.
R. H. Conwell 82-6

Daybreakers 839-56

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Houston, Texas

Donald W. Carlson
Dan Patch 1280-6
Richfieid, Minnesota

Robert J. Allbutt

Kitchener Waterloo 2432-60
Kitchener, Ont., Canada

Richard L. Fabricius

Billy Jack McKlnney

Spartan Speakers 2376-6

Thursday Thirty 1530-63

Richfieid, Minnesota

Chattanooga, Tennessee
Raymond L. Morse

Ronald H. Clough
North Hennepin 2464-6
Minneapolis. Minnesota

Timaru 3474-72

Timaru, New Zealand

Lester E. Saefke

Thaweesak WIchlanprecha
Bangkok 2010-U
Bangkok, Thailand

Tillamook, Oregon
Paul E. Budke
Cedar Hills 751-7

Beaverton, Oregon
Marion R. James

Magnavox Industrial 479-11
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Edward J. Malo
Tower 578-11

South Bend. Indiana

Lincoln Douglas 1196-54
W. Frank Hester

Tillamook 420-7

Charles C. Shockney

James E. Rusconi

Harold H. Ellis

Salem, Oregon

Ted A. Cunningham
The Ordators 3342-4
Fort Ord, Califomia

Los Angeles. California

Salem, 138-7

Fort Ord, Califomia

First Braille 341-52

Silver Spring. 1314-36
Silver Spring, Maryland
William 0. Johnston, Jr.
Rockwell 214-40
Columbus. Ohio

Robert W. Helmick

Honolulu. Hawaii

Waltham, Massachusetts
Gladiators 1535-35
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Paul D. Lindauer, Sr.

Kamehameha 720-49

TNT 2924-31

Timothy J. Hayes

Gordon R. Russ

Carl Thormeyer

Central 2277-31
Worcester. Massachusetts

Medford, Oregon

Robert J. Wells
West Fullerton 3060-F
Fuilerton, Califomia
Golden Rain 3710-F
Seal Beach, Califomia

Robert D. Loftus
Seven Hills 1578-40
Cincinnati, Ohio
Thomas S. SImms
Seven Hills 1578-40
Cincinnati, Ohio

James S. Reed
Medford 67-7

Pony Expressers 3168-6
Minneapolis. Minnesota

Sam Sloan Chapter-PD 1051-1t
Paducah, Kentucky

Harry F. Prah
Nora 1183-11

Indianapolis, Indiana
Fred C. Thompson

State College 1219-13
State College, Pennsylvania
James H. Thomas
Monroeviile 2954-13

Monroeville, Pennsylvania
Charles J. Hawelka

Utoy 810-14
Atlanta, Georgia
Robert F. Vogt
Albany 1827-14

Albany, Georgia
H. Douglas Dixon

Hercules Incorporate 1252-15
Magna, Utah
William D. Long

Hercules incorporate 1252-15
Magna. Utah
Calvin Ratliff
Tinker 1362-16

Aitflci',-i iirriit .iiMniss laool "ere OR rnr-itiieie liie tollowmq

Midwest City, Oklahoma
W. B. Arnold

MOVING?

Thunderbird 1566-16

Name

Tulsa. Oklahoma
John D. Hanks

Present Address.

Ponca City 1846-16
Ponca City, Oklahoma

City
State/Province.

John D. Leitzy

Zip

Satanta 2761-16

Fort Sill. Oklahoma

Eugene E. Woody
The Governors 3031-16

Club No.

Mail to:

District No.

Keystone 3139-16

World Headquarters

Tulsa, Oklahoma

P.O. Box 10400

2200 N. Grand Ave.,

Santa Ana, CA
92711

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Guddenahalli T. Gowda

New Address.

Zip

If you are a club, area, division, or district officer, indicate
complete title;

Paul D. Loreto

Speakeasy 291-17
Great Falls. Montana

Fred A. Sieibach, Jr.
Billings 319-17

Billings, Montana
Richard J. Hager
Billings 319-17
Billings. Montana
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Pancich

Richard L. Fltchltt

J. Martin Rose

The Morning 3777-17

Shelton 1236-32

Amherst 702-45 -

Montana

Shelton, Washington

Amherst. N.S.. Canada

Kurt T. Humphrey

|ite, Jr.
:riers 2898-18

}lis. Missouri
liliott

jighouse Gaveliers 3160-18
ire. Maryland

Milwaukee Public Works 1003-35
Milwaukee. Wisconsin
Lionel G. Walker

fctory County 504-19
pa. Iowa

G. McCroskey
3482-19

Jiort, Iowa
/. Nye
|ln 370-20

eka. Kansas

|d. Ferguson
iglield 527-22
igfield, Missouri

Imperial Polk 3101-47

Washington, D.C.
George A. Nelson

Winter Haven, Flonda

Texas
IS A. Clare

William Grierson

Arthur N. L. Chlu

Municipal 1668-49
Honolulu, Hawaii
William H. Schwiz
Ala Moana 3701-49

Honolulu, Hawaii

Robert A. Foiey

Windjammer 1124-36

Imperial Polk 3101-47

Aurorland 629-54

Washington, D.C.

Winter Haven, Florida

Aurora, Illinois

Stiver Spring, Maryland

Wayne H. Smith
Helmsmen 3764-47

Orlando, Florida
Clifton G. Brown

Tarheel 1293-37

Tuscaloosa 858-48

Raleigh, North Carolina

Tuscaloosa, Alabama

James M. Dundore

Reading 714-38
Reading, Pennsylvania
Reading 714-38
Reading, Pennsylvania

|in 2848-24

Osman W. Tumer

Potomac 827-36

Frederick R. Loder

Emrick

C. Reed Sutherland

Winter Haven, Florida

E. C. Pasour, Jr.

[ka 361-22

Kamehameha 720-49

Honolulu, Hawaii

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Silver Spring 1314-36

North Dakota

Huntsville, Alabama

Takashi Omiya

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

Imperial Polk 3101-47

Horace P. Ramey

. Dow

Huntsville 3235-48

West Broward 2903-47

Gladiators 1535-35

La Verne A. Isenberg

Helton

Harry LIchtcsien

Ernest R. RItch, Jr.

Henry L. Watson
Mason Dixon 2186-48

Huntsville. Alabama
William R. Truitt

George T. Kauzlarich
Lincoln Douglas 1196-54
Canton, Illinois
Andrew L. Plerson, III

Greenway 2280-56
Houston, Texas

Anthony Spadaro
Dewilt 1143-65

Syracuse, New York
Earl H. Johnson

Mason Dixon 2186-48

DSD 3757-52

Huntsville, Alabama

Van Nuys, Calitomia

Robert D. Heist

leer 2932-26

Icv/ood, Colorado

pel Fogoros, Jr.
sraton Westgate 996-28
ledo, Ohio

[ens M. Linga, Jr.

Reading 714-38

Reading, Pennsylvania
John G. Fish

Sperry New Holland 3155-38
New Holland, Pennsylvania
Paul L. White

Intrai 2277-31

DESC 2781-40

Drcester, Massachusetts

Dayton, Ohio

anniversaries
40 YEARS

Lincoln Douglas 51-8
Spnngriekl. Illinois

neni eluhs

30 YEARS
South Pasadena 356-F

Isthmian 1788-U
Baitxia Canal Zone

15 YEARS
Roadeo 1339-19
Ames, Idaho

South PasaOena. California

Butte 378-17

Marion 3250-19
Marion. Idaho

Bulte, Montana

Lincoln 370-20

Cowichan 950-21
Duncan. BC, Canada

Fargo, Norlh Dakota

„ 8;00 a.m.. Sears, Ltd., inter-

1017-58 S, C, DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTIONS
Columbia, South Carolina —Wed ,

25 years

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Shopping Plaza (622-6811).
isored by Nanbijou Ciub

12 30 p.m.. S. C. Dept of Correc
tions Hq Building, 444 Broad River

South Shore 923-30

Toastmasters of Westtield 3187-46

Chicago, Illinois

Westfield, New Jersey

•6.

Road (758-6276) Sponsored by

West Suburban 930-30
La Grange, Illinois
Pine Knot 908-62
Saginaw, Michigan

Oxford Speakers 3297-71

:6 TRIPLE S

der Bay, Ont., Canada—

3-14 TWILIGHT

iia, Georgia—Wed,. 5:30
Coca-Cola Co., 310 North

Columbia Club 1393-58.
483-64 SUNSHINERS

Winnipeg, Man,, Canada—Sal,,

Christmas City 3236-38

0*tord, England

10 YEARS_
Mark 2733-18

(897-2860). Sponsored by

10:30 a.m.. Smith St. Senior Citi

20 YEARS

zens Center. 105 Smith St. (2335196), Sponsored by The Henjum

Hagersiown, Maryland

lionh Club 2195-14,

Minneapolis Sales Executive 2019-6

Moline 2790-19

i7 HOLIDAY TOAST-

Toastmasters Club 2994-64.

TERS
ido, Florida—Fri., 12 noon,

2143-64 GOLDEN BOY

lay Hospital, 92 West Miller St,
•2777). Sponsored by Con3r Toastmasters 1066-47.

Winnipeg, Man.. Canada—Mon,,
12 noon. Empress Lanes Ltd.,
1405 St Mathews Ave, Sponsored

by Winnipeg Club 250-64

Minneapolis, Minnesota

K4oline. Illinois

Marion 2020-10

1040-Toasters 3097-22

Marion, Ohio

Kansas City. Missoun

Noblesvllle 1251-11

Northshore 3908-31

Noblesville, Indiana

Beverly. Massachusetts

Gateway 1948-13

Milwaukee Public Works 1003-35

1-47 WEST PALM BEACH

2196-64 PUBSPEAK

Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Milwaukee. Wisconsin

Palm Beach, Flonda— Thurs,,

Salina 2025-22

St. Margaret Mary 1567-35

)a.m., Morrison's Cafeteria,

Winnipeg, Man., Canada—Wed,,
12:10 p.m,, Empress Lanes, Em

Salina, Kansas

Milwaukee. Wisconsin

PB. Lake Blvd. (683-6946),
Bored by Palm Beach Noon

press & St. Mathews (832-1089).

Janesville 1963-35

Uni Royal 2510-35

Sponsored by Skyliners Club 831-

Janesville, Wisconsin

£au Claire. Wisconsin

22-47,

64.

U54 HAVANA

kana. Illinois—Tues., 6:45 a.m.,
*(» House Restaurant, 116 W.

ei (543-3715). Sponsored by
Oin-Douglas Club 1196-54,

2278-72 KATI KATI

Naval Gun Factory 1979-36

Louis Riel 3207-64

Washington, 0.0

St. Boniface. Man . Canada

Kati Kati, New Zealand—Wed.,

Conestoga 2036-36

Port Phillip 1381-70

8:00 p.m., Kati Kati Bowling Club

Slraftofb. Pennsylvania

Melbourne. Viet.. Australia

Pavilion, Park Road. Sponsored by

Napa 2024-57

Karingal 1665-70

Tauranga Club 3089-'72.

Napa. Cakfomia

Sydney, NSW, Australia
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BOOKS FOR
TOASTMASTERS
Ever had a question on parliamentary procedure, correct
word usage, humor, or speech introductions? If so, you'll
want to add these helpful and informative books to your
Toastmasters home library. They'll help you find the
answers to those questions ... and more!
I Parliamentary Procedure at a Glance(B-r'i
By O. Gart'ield Jones. A unique, simplified, co

monsense approach to rules for effective fjr i
leadership. Based on Robert's "Rules of Or If

it features the unique "split-page" refen mel
$2.00.

□ Personally Speaking (B-63)—The comnuT

orative volume of the writings of Founde: >1
Ralph C. Smedley. This unique book repre-i
a collection of some of Dr. Smedley's "
memorable writings as they appeared in

How to loll, toioci ood CfOOtO

Iwnnv ftlortot for ovofv e«otlon

Toastmaster magazine. A must for every Ti
master's library . . . and it's only $3.00.

cr
mil

□ Robert's Rules of Order—Newlv revise

30)—By General Henry M. Robert. A new

larged edition that makes parliamentary i

cedure easier to understand and use. Whav

your affiliation with a civic group, lodge, ujut

or club, this is the book ^iiu will want,

is the book you will need, to get things done

wHh Mm*

and gel them done right! 58.00.

Ocm

L Roget's Thesaurus (B-3t)—The comL
book of synonyms and antonyms in Ame^q
and British usage. The standard thesaurus
English language, it has been expanded
elude nearly a quarter of a million word!

phrases. This is the best word-finding refa

book in print because It is the largest and

complete, the easiest to use, and the nxisl

ern and up to date. 58.95.

G The Speaker's Handbook of Humor i

By Maxwell Droke. Contains over 1,500

kling, witty stories—together with hints on.
to use them to brighten and dramatize
speeches. It's much more than a joke book;
guide that shows you how to tell, select

create funny stories for every occasion. 5i

u Clever Introductions for Chairmen iB-S

When ordering, add 15% packing and f-hipping charges to ail items. (California residents add
6% sales tax.; Send your order to: Toasfmajfers /nternaf/ona/, 2200 N. Grand Ave.. P.O. Box 10400,
Santa Ana, CA 92711

By Lawrence M. Brings. A gold mine of j

pages of practical and tested introductioniO
tributed by over 100 welt-known and
rienced chairmen—all tailor-made for ain

any situation. It's just the book you'.ei

waiting for to solve your problems as .i dt
man, 55.25.

